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1 

00:00:08.340 --> 00:00:15.150 

Wilson Garland: etc, so, in any case thanks for joining us this evening, and I know it's a. 

 

2 

00:00:16.170 --> 00:00:23.880 

Wilson Garland: Big time commitment with all the other things that are going on, particularly at this 
time of the Semester so thanks for taking the time to join us. 

 

3 

00:00:25.860 --> 00:00:42.690 

Wilson Garland: i'm Wilson Garland and i'm the project manager for the transformation projects and 
initiatives and, as I said, let's just go around and quickly introduce ourselves which institution work from 
and maybe what program we're in a we're in a program so. 

 

4 

00:00:44.010 --> 00:00:45.240 

Wilson Garland: Gabriel why don't you go first. 

 

5 

00:00:46.980 --> 00:00:54.300 

Gabriel Wilkinson: hi i'm David Wilkinson I am the student Council President here at Vermont tech I am 
currently on the randolph campus. 

 

6 

00:00:55.980 --> 00:00:57.630 

Gabriel Wilkinson: I am a computer software engineer. 



 

7 

00:00:59.130 --> 00:01:00.930 

Wilson Garland: Right Thank you Kevin. 

 

8 

00:01:01.980 --> 00:01:11.010 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): i'm real i'm a CCV student student leader of the student advisory 
leadership Council there and i'm in liberal studies Program. 

 

9 

00:01:12.210 --> 00:01:13.680 

Wilson Garland: Right mores. 

 

10 

00:01:14.550 --> 00:01:26.790 

Maurice Ouimet: hi everyone i'm reese one that i'm dean of enrollment i'm also leading the student 
experience transformation team, so I want to echo Willie Wilson sentiments of thanking you all for 
making time to be with us, because we really value your input. 

 

11 

00:01:29.550 --> 00:01:30.450 

Wilson Garland: Alexandra. 

 

12 

00:01:32.190 --> 00:01:42.270 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): hi i'm Alex i'm from the envy London campus and i'm studying about 
everything offered in the journalism and communications department way too many things to listen. 

 

13 



00:01:43.830 --> 00:01:45.360 

Wilson Garland: Great make. 

 

14 

00:01:47.730 --> 00:01:52.170 

Meg Walz: hi i'm Mike wallace i'm with the office of the Chancellor in the IT department. 

 

15 

00:01:54.330 --> 00:01:55.290 

Wilson Garland: Thanks and matt. 

 

16 

00:01:57.270 --> 00:02:02.490 

Matt Condon: hi everyone i'm matt condon i'm a third year student and view London and I study 
atmospheric science. 

 

17 

00:02:03.750 --> 00:02:04.140 

Wilson Garland: Great. 

 

18 

00:02:05.520 --> 00:02:06.120 

Wilson Garland: Yes, me. 

 

19 

00:02:07.140 --> 00:02:18.210 

Yasmine Ziesler: hi everybody i'm yes Menzies slur i'm the chief academic officer in the chancellor's 
office I lead the academic operations team so like Maurice i'm just really grateful to you all for taking the 
time to. 

 



20 

00:02:18.990 --> 00:02:25.440 

Yasmine Ziesler: share your thoughts with us and i'll just also mentioned, I used to be a castle to them 
before that it CCTV. 

 

21 

00:02:28.500 --> 00:02:30.300 

Wilson Garland: Thanks Julia. 

 

22 

00:02:31.800 --> 00:02:38.370 

Gillian MacDonald: hi everyone i'm Joe McDonald i'm the President and view London and I study special 
education in psychology. 

 

23 

00:02:40.950 --> 00:02:42.240 

Wilson Garland: Thank you Mike. 

 

24 

00:02:45.480 --> 00:02:54.270 

Michael Stevens: hey folks make stephen's i'm currently facilities director of the interview and i'm also 
overseeing the facilities planning something. 

 

25 

00:02:56.430 --> 00:02:57.810 

Wilson Garland: Next Mike Ryan. 

 

26 

00:03:00.480 --> 00:03:08.280 



Cooney, Ryan J.: Ryan cooney professional path technology program after my texts Wilson campus and 
also trustee with RON state college systems board of trustees. 

 

27 

00:03:10.170 --> 00:03:11.730 

Wilson Garland: Thanks Ryan serena. 

 

28 

00:03:13.800 --> 00:03:23.130 

Sarina Pesinkowski: hi everyone i'm serving a peasant kalki a fifth year student here Johnson campus 
studying psychology and also doing an associates program through and just. 

 

29 

00:03:24.990 --> 00:03:26.580 

Wilson Garland: Like you today. 

 

30 

00:03:29.670 --> 00:03:38.700 

Tajae Edwards: I am tasha edwards the president of the N double ACP chapter here at casting university 
and my major is management and systems statistics sorry. 

 

31 

00:03:41.130 --> 00:03:42.270 

Wilson Garland: Thanks just. 

 

32 

00:03:44.280 --> 00:03:51.540 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): hi i'm just pickford um I am a junior music education major here at castles in 
university. 

 



33 

00:03:53.370 --> 00:03:53.700 

Right. 

 

34 

00:03:54.900 --> 00:03:55.950 

Wilson Garland: and meaningful. 

 

35 

00:04:10.740 --> 00:04:11.190 

Wilson Garland: alright. 

 

36 

00:04:13.350 --> 00:04:15.030 

Wilson Garland: Maybe he'll be joining us here in just a second. 

 

37 

00:04:16.140 --> 00:04:22.980 

Wilson Garland: Okay well tonight we're going to be talking about student experience and we have a 
number of different topics that we're going to. 

 

38 

00:04:24.360 --> 00:04:25.140 

Wilson Garland: Talk about. 

 

39 

00:04:26.700 --> 00:04:28.710 

Wilson Garland: So let me just share my screen here. 

 



40 

00:04:31.980 --> 00:04:33.510 

Wilson Garland: Okay, can you all see my screen. 

 

41 

00:04:35.310 --> 00:04:38.400 

Wilson Garland: Thank you alright so. 

 

42 

00:04:40.770 --> 00:04:48.360 

Wilson Garland: As I said, you know we've talked the last time we got together about student 
experience, particularly things like admissions and students support and. 

 

43 

00:04:49.320 --> 00:04:58.320 

Wilson Garland: Those types of topics and tonight we're going to talk more about student life residence 
life, some of the aspects that fit into student government. 

 

44 

00:04:59.670 --> 00:05:07.350 

Wilson Garland: And also athletics both sort of varsity athletics, as well as interim minerals and other 
things like that so. 

 

45 

00:05:08.370 --> 00:05:18.570 

Wilson Garland: If you don't mind we'll just kind of jump in and just as a reminder we're in the in the 
part of the process for the transformation, where we're really trying to do discovery. 

 

46 

00:05:19.050 --> 00:05:25.980 



Wilson Garland: we're really trying to understand, based on what we're doing today what's working 
what's not working, what are some other things that we should consider. 

 

47 

00:05:26.580 --> 00:05:35.280 

Wilson Garland: That would improve the student experience and so as we go through the the different 
topics, those are really the questions that we're looking to answer. 

 

48 

00:05:35.820 --> 00:05:52.890 

Wilson Garland: But we really want to hear from you and we want to hear what's important to you 
about the different types of student life and student experiences that we offer and get some sense of 
how they've played a role in in your experience and what things we should think about as we move 
forward. 

 

49 

00:05:55.260 --> 00:06:14.010 

Wilson Garland: So with that the first area that we're going to tackle a student life and activities, you 
know things like activities and clubs, you know part of that is is, you know how we think about those 
being organized in terms of on campus or you know across campuses etc. 

 

50 

00:06:15.090 --> 00:06:27.750 

Wilson Garland: Health and counseling services spiritual life service learning and community service, 
these are all areas that we're thinking about as we go through transformation and trying to make sure 
that we have the right things in place for students so. 

 

51 

00:06:28.920 --> 00:06:38.790 

Wilson Garland: As as in past sessions i'll kind of let folks jump in and offer thoughts about what their 
experience has been like and what's working and what's not working in some of these areas. 

 



52 

00:06:44.220 --> 00:06:46.830 

Gabriel Wilkinson: um, I guess, I can start here so. 

 

53 

00:06:47.910 --> 00:06:54.870 

Gabriel Wilkinson: As far as like clubs and activities we recently here on the etc combined our student 
Councils so. 

 

54 

00:06:55.980 --> 00:07:01.890 

Gabriel Wilkinson: We went from being the student Council where i'm at used to just be around off Now 
it is the entirety of etc. 

 

55 

00:07:03.540 --> 00:07:06.180 

Gabriel Wilkinson: This has been a it's been a challenge. 

 

56 

00:07:07.770 --> 00:07:15.570 

Gabriel Wilkinson: And yeah we've had some it's it's been very interesting seeing the all the how all the 
different campuses used to handle their clubs. 

 

57 

00:07:15.870 --> 00:07:19.290 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Like it previously speaking all of the other campuses used to kind of just. 

 

58 

00:07:19.620 --> 00:07:28.230 



Gabriel Wilkinson: Like they would basically just get a portion of the student activities money, based on 
their campus population and they were just literally told you do whatever. 

 

59 

00:07:28.770 --> 00:07:31.380 

Gabriel Wilkinson: And so we've been having to integrate that into our. 

 

60 

00:07:32.130 --> 00:07:41.340 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Our already existing club constitution, which has lots of like rules and stuff and then 
what you could spend it on like, for example, we don't let people buy textbooks their student activities 
fee or things that are just meant for their. 

 

61 

00:07:41.730 --> 00:07:56.370 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Education, or like you know things that they have to have to be here with the goal is 
to have I guess get them to buy things that they wouldn't be able to normally get and people, so they 
can have experiences that are unique and fun. 

 

62 

00:07:57.480 --> 00:08:14.760 

Gabriel Wilkinson: But yeah that's been a that's been interesting also doing all of that over zoom 
because a large percentage of probably a 50% of our clubs are off campus and so yeah it's it's interesting 
we've had some couple clubs who've gone rogue and. 

 

63 

00:08:15.780 --> 00:08:22.230 

Gabriel Wilkinson: they've just not showing up to meetings and stuff we have one club that we found 
out didn't even have a registration and because. 

 

64 

00:08:22.890 --> 00:08:29.820 



Gabriel Wilkinson: Unfortunately, a bunch of our clubs have the same names are very similar names 
because they're from nursing sites, so you got like a. 

 

65 

00:08:30.360 --> 00:08:45.330 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Sub like I don't know Willesden PM vilest in ADN Rutland pn will Rutland ADN copy 
that for like five other campuses so yeah one of them, managed to slip through and we haven't even 
figured out who's we don't even know the email address of the person running the club. 

 

66 

00:08:46.410 --> 00:09:00.240 

Gabriel Wilkinson: So that one's we're fine we're working on it at the moment but yeah that's been 
that's been a little bit of a mess, but other than that we've been handling it really well and it's been 
going the generally pretty darn good yeah. 

 

67 

00:09:01.440 --> 00:09:04.530 

Wilson Garland: So, so it sounds like the way you described it that a lot of the clubs that. 

 

68 

00:09:06.000 --> 00:09:11.820 

Wilson Garland: have your campus are organized or did you stay organized around professional areas of 
interest as. 

 

69 

00:09:11.820 --> 00:09:13.140 

Gabriel Wilkinson: So not. 

 

70 

00:09:13.800 --> 00:09:14.250 

So. 



 

71 

00:09:15.450 --> 00:09:18.630 

Gabriel Wilkinson: The ones that are off of the randolph campus. 

 

72 

00:09:18.690 --> 00:09:19.590 

Gabriel Wilkinson: are based around. 

 

73 

00:09:19.650 --> 00:09:24.330 

Gabriel Wilkinson: There we have a lot of nursing clubs like i'd say. 

 

74 

00:09:25.380 --> 00:09:40.140 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Almost 50% of our clubs are nursing clubs, where it is either like a piano or an ad and 
site or midlife or we have tons and tons of them and then the rest are they there's a we have like. 

 

75 

00:09:41.370 --> 00:09:45.630 

Gabriel Wilkinson: A few based around majors like we have vet tech club BF ground transportation. 

 

76 

00:09:47.160 --> 00:09:57.390 

Gabriel Wilkinson: But other than that most of them are just hobbies like say I don't know magic the 
gathering or Bowling or dungeons and dragons things like that yeah. 

 

77 

00:10:00.120 --> 00:10:02.550 



Maurice Ouimet: Sorry, I was just asking do you have a sense of what they. 

 

78 

00:10:02.580 --> 00:10:07.080 

Maurice Ouimet: Do like in those academic clubs like maybe one that you're familiar with just to kind of 
share. 

 

79 

00:10:07.380 --> 00:10:08.760 

Gabriel Wilkinson: So, like the nursing sites. 

 

80 

00:10:08.910 --> 00:10:19.830 

Gabriel Wilkinson: yeah so um, and this is a very, very easy actually describes because they all do exactly 
the same thing they all go and they have like weekly lunches. 

 

81 

00:10:21.210 --> 00:10:22.680 

Maurice Ouimet: yeah and. 

 

82 

00:10:23.460 --> 00:10:33.600 

Gabriel Wilkinson: That was one of the that was one of the big message that beginning of semester, 
because we had a we were $50,000 over our budget and we had every single nursing site requesting 
like. 

 

83 

00:10:35.700 --> 00:10:51.840 

Gabriel Wilkinson: upwards, some of them were up to 15 grand each and just food, and it was like this is 
this isn't going to work so we're working on it at the moment we're making reference from Reformation 
so our constitution and stuff it's a it's a time consuming process, yes. 



 

84 

00:10:54.000 --> 00:10:54.390 

Thank you. 

 

85 

00:10:56.190 --> 00:10:59.490 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): um for Castle tins I know Tom Jay and I. 

 

86 

00:11:00.510 --> 00:11:06.150 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): are both pretty active in a lot of the student activities and everything and. 

 

87 

00:11:07.200 --> 00:11:17.490 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): I think one thing that Castle tune does very well, is that students can create 
their own programs on clubs and activities that they want to do, basically so i'm. 

 

88 

00:11:17.880 --> 00:11:27.540 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): I am President of our nafie club so National Association for music, educators and 
where we do different professional development groups. 

 

89 

00:11:28.080 --> 00:11:39.660 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): We go to conferences Vermont using educators association we go and we 
recruit help recruit for castletown as well for the music department and. 

 

90 

00:11:40.230 --> 00:11:50.850 



Jess Bickford (She/Her): The arts as a whole and then also there's a club which i'm Vice President of for 
active minds for mental health breaking the stigma across campus. 

 

91 

00:11:52.050 --> 00:12:03.840 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): There are literally any club, you can think of, you can start it, which is really nice 
and it's really easy to start wanting to which I found very helpful as a first year, I had no idea how to 
start a club. 

 

92 

00:12:04.170 --> 00:12:15.720 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): So active minds restarting it up was a process but me and another student were 
able to do it very easily and it made a lot of sense to us, which I really loved about our programs and 
how we do it. 

 

93 

00:12:18.870 --> 00:12:20.310 

Gillian MacDonald: To piggyback off of jess. 

 

94 

00:12:20.370 --> 00:12:37.110 

Gillian MacDonald: and V Linda and you can also start a club pretty easily and our clubs are like i'd say a 
5050 split of academic this clubs and like fun based clubs we've had clubs range from like our Ms 
chapter to like a sandwich club and, like all these crazy clubs. 

 

95 

00:12:41.760 --> 00:12:42.000 

Gillian MacDonald: So. 

 

96 

00:12:42.030 --> 00:12:44.520 



Wilson Garland: So for the clubs that are sort of academic related or. 

 

97 

00:12:44.520 --> 00:12:56.670 

Wilson Garland: Professional related i'm curious is that something you see as part of how you're thinking 
about career development or is it more just a an interest area that you have it, have while you're there 
in college. 

 

98 

00:12:57.930 --> 00:12:59.460 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): So for. 

 

99 

00:12:59.820 --> 00:13:03.690 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Our music department with our Naf me and ACTA clubs. 

 

100 

00:13:04.080 --> 00:13:20.190 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): And they're open to anybody they're required for music majors and you scan 
majors but they're really open to anybody and sometimes we get other students who are just interested 
in learning more about how choral teachers teach and how. 

 

101 

00:13:21.300 --> 00:13:26.100 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Music teachers branch out and do everything like that which I really like and. 

 

102 

00:13:26.670 --> 00:13:33.060 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): they're open to anybody, which is nice most of the time nursing ones normally 
you won't get a music major and nursing club. 



 

103 

00:13:33.420 --> 00:13:46.890 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): But that's understandable but it's really nice just to see people like branching 
out and doing things outside their comfort zone, because it's a club it's not graded it's just something 
they can pop in on and or in something new. 

 

104 

00:13:53.250 --> 00:14:04.890 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So our student newspaper on the London campus we are 100% student 
government funded and we are 100% a separate club entity, aside from academics. 

 

105 

00:14:05.190 --> 00:14:14.370 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): But we do work with the journalism and communication communications 
department oh my gosh I just got out of 530 broadcasts like done talking for the night. 

 

106 

00:14:14.850 --> 00:14:27.870 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): um but we work with our professors for the journalistic writing class and the 
news writing classes, for example, and we give students, an opportunity to take their classroom writing. 

 

107 

00:14:28.110 --> 00:14:37.920 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): to a new level so it's still a pretty casual club environment, but we encourage 
those students to apply skills that they're learning in their classes and use it for more and get. 

 

108 

00:14:38.340 --> 00:14:49.350 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): A semi real world, but still safe space experience on our club members range 
from students who are majoring in journalism to students who. 



 

109 

00:14:49.650 --> 00:15:00.300 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Do photography or drawings and cartoons on the side to people who just 
want to be in the know of what's happening on and around campus, but there are. 

 

110 

00:15:01.140 --> 00:15:12.000 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): No requirements really for any of the London campus clubs it's definitely 
encouraged for those studying atmospheric sciences as i'm sure matt can confirm to join. 

 

111 

00:15:12.300 --> 00:15:23.850 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Ms it's encouraged for music business students to join our music 
entertainment industry association students in exercise science usually. 

 

112 

00:15:24.420 --> 00:15:39.510 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): kind of drift towards sports medicine, but none of our clubs are really part of 
academia, in order to be a chill casual environment, though they do kind of seep from that. 

 

113 

00:15:47.100 --> 00:15:50.790 

Wilson Garland: anyone else have a club or activity experience they want to want to share. 

 

114 

00:15:51.750 --> 00:15:53.460 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): yeah go ahead. 

 

115 



00:15:54.420 --> 00:15:59.730 

Tajae Edwards: No, I just really wanted to like put attention to like cab under castles and Campus. 

 

116 

00:16:00.750 --> 00:16:06.780 

Tajae Edwards: Which is the camp campus activities board, they are so good, with like keeping activities 
are. 

 

117 

00:16:07.140 --> 00:16:08.130 

Wilson Garland: Teaching weekly. 

 

118 

00:16:08.370 --> 00:16:12.690 

Tajae Edwards: and different different months and different significance, like you know October. 

 

119 

00:16:13.530 --> 00:16:19.770 

Tajae Edwards: A lot of Halloween activities we have Bingo we have raffles we have poetry nights we 
have. 

 

120 

00:16:20.970 --> 00:16:29.850 

Tajae Edwards: karaoke it's just always something going on and it's I feel happy to know that I can't even 
keep up with those activities and there's always something to do. 

 

121 

00:16:30.180 --> 00:16:39.030 

Tajae Edwards: And, even with the cia's we have you know we have four programs first semester, and 
that there's a lot of CA so there's always something going on now there's a lot of. 



 

122 

00:16:39.780 --> 00:16:50.670 

Tajae Edwards: seeds focusing on time management and doing different presentation about you know 
mental health Suicide Prevention and all those things because that's important for this month and I 
really like that. 

 

123 

00:16:56.790 --> 00:17:04.800 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): As CCTV is a little different we don't have clubs or really activities or 
anything i'm super organized like that. 

 

124 

00:17:05.310 --> 00:17:16.590 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): You know, we don't there was, I guess, there were activities budgets per 
Center, but when we went remote during the pandemic that money just wasn't being used, and we 
were trying to figure out how to appropriate it. 

 

125 

00:17:17.790 --> 00:17:18.690 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Since then. 

 

126 

00:17:22.140 --> 00:17:35.040 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): it's something we're trying to to explore and work on I know we're just 
using canvas right now i've talked a little bit about the Community Center that we're developing that's 
still very much in its pilot phases and there's also. 

 

127 

00:17:37.110 --> 00:17:43.200 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): The administration built these programmatic canvas sites that may be 
kind of like a. 



 

128 

00:17:45.030 --> 00:17:53.580 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Some of the more professional or or major based clubs, it sounds like 
there's like events and career building stuff and ways to connect students with. 

 

129 

00:17:53.880 --> 00:18:03.420 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Other students in their majors and that's that's all just on canvas right now 
so students are automatically enrolled in those courses those programmatic. 

 

130 

00:18:03.900 --> 00:18:17.790 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): centered courses and then they have access to resources and stuff 
through that and I haven't heard any like they literally just launched them like a month ago, so I haven't 
had any feedback on experiences with that, but i'm hoping to find out how that's working in the future. 

 

131 

00:18:19.380 --> 00:18:27.180 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): It i'm something I would love to see for CCD students is a little more 
access that in this merger. 

 

132 

00:18:28.020 --> 00:18:40.380 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): is perhaps more connections between like for like online events or stuff 
like that, just to have availability to CCD students are, let us know what's going on and have ways for 
them to register for them. 

 

133 

00:18:40.980 --> 00:18:53.580 



Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Because you know I think there's a lot of cool things that are happening 
across the schools across the state, and right now we just don't really have a mechanism of connecting 
students to that and I would love to see more opportunities for activities in the future. 

 

134 

00:18:59.340 --> 00:18:59.820 

Wilson Garland: Thanks. 

 

135 

00:19:01.110 --> 00:19:02.040 

Wilson Garland: anybody else. 

 

136 

00:19:03.840 --> 00:19:05.040 

Wilson Garland: Did you have your hand raised. 

 

137 

00:19:07.920 --> 00:19:21.750 

imuneek: I did I just I didn't get to introduce myself i'm chest you it, I am a student and cast in university 
and I am a business marketing major um, but I just wanted to kind of. 

 

138 

00:19:22.380 --> 00:19:30.540 

imuneek: share something that I thought was really interesting about cabot castles and it's the fact that 
not only do they do the Bingo events, but they do. 

 

139 

00:19:31.620 --> 00:19:40.320 

imuneek: Things like trips to like Boston to go see like a baseball game, or to go like a mass moca like a 
museum or something like that and I thought. 



 

140 

00:19:40.560 --> 00:19:55.080 

imuneek: That that was pretty cool experience for like people that you know never really got a chance to 
go to kind of things like that, so they do a really good job of implementing those types of TRIPS and 
things like that, and the Program. 

 

141 

00:19:56.430 --> 00:19:57.780 

Wilson Garland: Thanks that sounds really cool. 

 

142 

00:20:00.030 --> 00:20:10.860 

Wilson Garland: And I have a question for those of you at castles and are some of the cab activities are 
they integrated with your connections courses or is that a separate thing. 

 

143 

00:20:13.500 --> 00:20:14.010 

Wilson Garland: Is there any. 

 

144 

00:20:14.040 --> 00:20:24.840 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): far as I can tell it's a separate thing so normally connections courses and they 
have the sls leaders, most of them are on cam. 

 

145 

00:20:25.170 --> 00:20:25.560 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Which is. 

 

146 



00:20:25.770 --> 00:20:39.090 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): ironic and they're all like very involved in campus and things on connections 
normally goes more into soundings as far as I know, but I could be wrong about that so correct me. 

 

147 

00:20:40.440 --> 00:20:40.950 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): If i'm wrong. 

 

148 

00:20:41.520 --> 00:20:43.830 

Tajae Edwards: There you're absolutely right, but you know. 

 

149 

00:20:45.240 --> 00:21:05.670 

Tajae Edwards: clubs and these associations intermingle and all these events they're heavily promoted 
that's Another good thing these events are heavily promoted digitally I like physically so that's how a lot 
of people like integrating these different clubs and organizations events. 

 

150 

00:21:07.230 --> 00:21:07.860 

Wilson Garland: worries. 

 

151 

00:21:08.400 --> 00:21:15.060 

Maurice Ouimet: I was just going to ask a follow up question to chest, because you brought up early 
good point about some of the bus trips and things like that that happened. 

 

152 

00:21:15.390 --> 00:21:29.820 



Maurice Ouimet: i'm sure they happen on the other, campuses too, but do you think that in the future, 
that would be interest and cross campus involvement so like if let's say one campus was spontaneous 
trip to Boston you know other students may be interested in something like that and. 

 

153 

00:21:29.850 --> 00:21:32.250 

Maurice Ouimet: You know to be able to travel to hop on the bus and. 

 

154 

00:21:32.280 --> 00:21:36.510 

Maurice Ouimet: participate in that that's something that you guys think would be a value. 

 

155 

00:21:38.670 --> 00:21:40.200 

Gabriel Wilkinson: it'd be really cool yeah. 

 

156 

00:21:40.350 --> 00:21:41.040 

imuneek: I know we have. 

 

157 

00:21:41.850 --> 00:21:48.750 

Gabriel Wilkinson: yeah we have a couple clubs that do strip like that it really cool to be able to go 
down, have a send those clubs out to grab people from all the different campuses. 

 

158 

00:21:51.660 --> 00:21:52.920 

Maurice Ouimet: Sir, thank you. 

 

159 



00:21:54.120 --> 00:21:58.320 

imuneek: um I also think it'd be just good to kind of integrate people to. 

 

160 

00:21:59.880 --> 00:22:05.220 

imuneek: Just to kind of you know, build friendships and whatnot um across the campuses so well. 

 

161 

00:22:10.170 --> 00:22:23.070 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): If I may, I remember my first year our campus activities board went down to 
Pennsylvania for an APP go Conference, which is a giant mosquito get out here. 

 

162 

00:22:23.790 --> 00:22:34.620 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): A giant conference of a bunch of schools from across New England who have 
camps activities boards, or I know at Johnson it's called slap I don't remember what slap stands for. 

 

163 

00:22:35.070 --> 00:22:44.250 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): But you know activities associations on their campuses and we all went 
there and we met these bands and these magicians and these comedians. 

 

164 

00:22:45.150 --> 00:23:09.240 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And you could buy by these services of magicians and comedians and 
whoever coming to your campus or having these people that like made signs are made like little glass 
figures that had like your face 3D holographic inside it was really weird but if, like for say Castle tin 
wanted. 

 

165 

00:23:10.260 --> 00:23:20.370 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): magician Michael Kent on a Tuesday night and then he stayed in Vermont to 
come up to London on Wednesday and then he went to Johnson on. 

 

166 

00:23:21.900 --> 00:23:29.070 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Thursday i'm losing my days of the week, visited the dtc campuses went to 
different CC V centers those. 

 

167 

00:23:29.430 --> 00:23:36.570 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): The cost of him going to one school would be significantly cheaper because 
he would be in the area for all the others. 

 

168 

00:23:36.870 --> 00:23:42.600 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And it's something I know we talked about, I believe, with Castle tins cab 
board, and this was like you know. 

 

169 

00:23:42.900 --> 00:23:49.770 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Three four years ago when we were looking at oh our students are 
interested in this person or your students interested in this person, and then we can like. 

 

170 

00:23:50.640 --> 00:24:08.010 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): rent their time together so it's cheaper for everybody um and that of course 
coven hit you know and kind of everybody stopped visiting all the campuses but we're starting to bring 
performers back here we just had an open MIC hosted by a drag queen emoji nightmare, the other 
night. 

 

171 

00:24:09.150 --> 00:24:24.480 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): And we bring speakers about every other week now but i'd love to see us 
kind of renew that partnership, because it'd be cheaper for all of our schools, at the end of the day, and 
also give students. 

 

172 

00:24:24.960 --> 00:24:29.670 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): If you can't make one show Maybe you can make another show at a nearby 
campus or. 

 

173 

00:24:30.360 --> 00:24:42.480 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): We also on Lyndon Johnson campuses live stream in person events we have 
different cameras in the theater that can film events from different angles and we live stream them and 
give the link out. 

 

174 

00:24:42.660 --> 00:24:50.610 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So i'd love to see those links and that technology be on every single campus 
so that if there's something happening at. 

 

175 

00:24:51.030 --> 00:25:00.810 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Castle tin, which is very far away from us and we don't necessarily have the 
time between classes to go down there and physically enjoy ourselves, we can still tune in and. 

 

176 

00:25:01.380 --> 00:25:07.590 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): You know check out what's going on there, maybe meet some people in an 
online chat room kind of thing. 

 

177 

00:25:08.280 --> 00:25:18.480 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): But I know it's stuff that is possible that we've talked about in the past but 
kind of held off conversations with but i'd also like to pass off a question to Castle tin folk. 

 

178 

00:25:19.170 --> 00:25:24.210 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): You say that you know your cab is doing very well with advertising events 
and such. 

 

179 

00:25:24.510 --> 00:25:40.050 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Can you provide more specifics, because we're making posters and 
instagram posts and weekly email sent out to the entire student body, and we have table tents around 
campus and it's too hard to get students involved, so if you have any suggestions would appreciate. 

 

180 

00:25:43.350 --> 00:25:44.700 

Tajae Edwards: You know there's always like this. 

 

181 

00:25:44.820 --> 00:25:55.200 

Tajae Edwards: Digital billboard thing like i'm like flowing with different activities and that's always like 
like a pension grabber and they're always promoting their events do we have like big. 

 

182 

00:25:56.100 --> 00:26:11.640 

Tajae Edwards: poster cases that they put their events at, and then they have like a lot of emails are sent 
remind email reminders constant you know posters that sees get to hang up all over the residence halls 
and. 

 

183 

00:26:14.100 --> 00:26:17.130 



Tajae Edwards: You know just word of mouth walking around spreading it. 

 

184 

00:26:18.570 --> 00:26:21.240 

Tajae Edwards: yeah I think they've been very effective. 

 

185 

00:26:22.440 --> 00:26:32.460 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): One of the other things i'm so Naf me does this on campus so we actually we 
don't do many things with Vermont campuses, and so one of the only. 

 

186 

00:26:33.660 --> 00:26:38.100 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Music ED departments, with an athlete program but we went to. 

 

187 

00:26:39.960 --> 00:26:52.260 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): The all Eastern conference and we like presented to them and everything and 
we actually do like last semester we did one and then this semester i'm planning on also where we 
connect with all that, like nafie groups. 

 

188 

00:26:54.000 --> 00:27:05.190 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): In all the New England states and go on zoom and we all just talk about things 
so honestly, if you want the email of our sta President and can people. 

 

189 

00:27:05.760 --> 00:27:16.200 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): They would most likely be very interested in talking to you and just getting 
ideas, because one of my things is a lot of people here Castle sense is that we learn from each other. 



 

190 

00:27:17.520 --> 00:27:25.410 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): So i'm sorry that's my cat making noise, so if you if you want that information 
just let me know. 

 

191 

00:27:27.930 --> 00:27:28.140 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): The. 

 

192 

00:27:28.200 --> 00:27:33.420 

Gabriel Wilkinson: same Europe of etc, I know we we don't have any of the music stuff or anything but, 
like our. 

 

193 

00:27:33.510 --> 00:27:42.210 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Student activities coordinator, we like we have a we have, I think we have a much 
smaller student activities group and you guys you guys seem to have like actual boards, we have. 

 

194 

00:27:42.660 --> 00:27:55.230 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Like one person, a week just initiated the process for the student activities group 
which is going great I think we have exactly zero members at the moment, so. 

 

195 

00:27:56.040 --> 00:28:08.010 

Gabriel Wilkinson: yeah but yeah i'm sure he would love to coordinate with your clubs and stuff So if you 
guys have or your your student activities stuff So if you have like events going on, and we have events 
going on, we can plan that out. 

 



196 

00:28:12.120 --> 00:28:13.200 

Okay that's good to hear. 

 

197 

00:28:14.490 --> 00:28:15.780 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): I have a question about. 

 

198 

00:28:17.040 --> 00:28:18.690 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Funding for activities. 

 

199 

00:28:19.500 --> 00:28:34.350 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): yeah How does that work is that built intuition, I know CCTV it's you know 
we keep our tuition really low, so I think that was one of the issues with having you know funds for 
activities and events, but in the other colleges, is it is it built in or How does that work. 

 

200 

00:28:35.250 --> 00:28:37.560 

Gabriel Wilkinson: We have a student activities fee yeah. 

 

201 

00:28:37.830 --> 00:28:40.470 

Gabriel Wilkinson: So it's basically part of your tuition. 

 

202 

00:28:42.150 --> 00:28:45.690 

Gillian MacDonald: that's the same amount London we do like a 4545 10 split. 



 

203 

00:28:45.720 --> 00:28:56.550 

Gillian MacDonald: Between student government campus activities and then our 10% Committee, which 
is another student led committee to actively spend money across campus to improve our campus. 

 

204 

00:28:57.780 --> 00:28:58.230 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): That. 

 

205 

00:28:58.320 --> 00:28:58.920 

Gillian MacDonald: way yeah. 

 

206 

00:28:59.070 --> 00:28:59.460 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Oh, my. 

 

207 

00:29:00.210 --> 00:29:01.860 

Gabriel Wilkinson: that's a cool idea I like that 10%. 

 

208 

00:29:02.340 --> 00:29:10.800 

Gillian MacDonald: yeah our dean of students started it because our SG I wasn't spending as much 
money as we had hoped um I think it started like. 

 

209 

00:29:12.360 --> 00:29:19.050 



Gillian MacDonald: I don't know a couple of like years ago and basically two students get elected to it, 
one member of the. 

 

210 

00:29:19.650 --> 00:29:28.680 

Gillian MacDonald: Executive Board is on it, and then the dean of students who's Jonathan Davis 
overseas it and they can spend money without needing approval so like when we. 

 

211 

00:29:28.920 --> 00:29:42.900 

Gillian MacDonald: want to spend money on our sta we need approval from our general board if it's 
over $500 but, having the time present committee allows the students to make the decisions, with the 
dean of students to improve campus and a lot of times we like improve our. 

 

212 

00:29:44.520 --> 00:29:51.360 

Gillian MacDonald: fitness Center and like we get like new structures and stuff around campus to 
improve student life. 

 

213 

00:29:52.890 --> 00:29:57.240 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): So Out of curiosity has a transformation team talked about. 

 

214 

00:29:57.570 --> 00:30:08.580 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): How the budgeting for that will work out it sounds like there's some 
differences college to college is there is there going to be discrepancy among the schools, how to 
distribute that or is it going to be more uniform. 

 

215 

00:30:09.840 --> 00:30:17.820 



Wilson Garland: But and that's one of the reasons why we're asking about it right, so you know it's 
obviously been a topic and we're interested to hear sort of what's working and not working with. 

 

216 

00:30:17.970 --> 00:30:23.040 

Wilson Garland: You know the way things are distributed, you know I love that 10% idea, you know, and 
so I think. 

 

217 

00:30:23.520 --> 00:30:36.960 

Wilson Garland: We definitely want to have more uniformity and how we're managing it and yet you 
know I think there are some unique circumstances for for different campuses so we're trying to sort of 
weigh the pros and cons for those things but. 

 

218 

00:30:38.250 --> 00:30:54.090 

Wilson Garland: This is, this has been helpful already just hearing sort of the discussion so far and I think 
we're we're definitely interested in in in trying to be responsive to how we both you know collected and 
distributed to be the most impactful. 

 

219 

00:30:54.420 --> 00:30:55.860 

in a positive way for students. 

 

220 

00:30:57.420 --> 00:31:05.940 

Maurice Ouimet: But i'd also like to add something that Kevin brought up earlier and incorporating CCD 
students into this, because I think you know at various times in the past. 

 

221 

00:31:06.120 --> 00:31:11.370 



Maurice Ouimet: I know at Castle TIM has been efforts to integrate CCTV students and the student 
activities and there's been some. 

 

222 

00:31:11.790 --> 00:31:22.440 

Maurice Ouimet: You know obstacles that get in the way, but I think we have this opportunity now to 
kind of rethink all of that and and i'm sure, maybe, etc, and then view is that opportunities to 
incorporate CCTV students into their activities as well, but. 

 

223 

00:31:22.980 --> 00:31:25.230 

Maurice Ouimet: I think that's something that we really should commit to doing. 

 

224 

00:31:25.860 --> 00:31:26.640 

Maurice Ouimet: This process. 

 

225 

00:31:27.390 --> 00:31:39.960 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): yeah that would be awesome and you know a lot of CCTV students end up 
transferring into you know VSE colleges, so you know you're building those relationships early I think 
that's just more of a good thing. 

 

226 

00:31:42.870 --> 00:31:47.580 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): If possible, I know when envy you first merged. 

 

227 

00:31:48.780 --> 00:31:53.610 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): again before coven and we're kind of revamping it again this year but. 



 

228 

00:31:54.540 --> 00:32:08.670 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): The way we broke down student activities as both campuses had fees and 
they were collected and you know taken by the head financial person and then distributed back to the 
campuses because our student government activity structures are very different. 

 

229 

00:32:09.420 --> 00:32:20.580 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So they'd be distributed back down and those fees would be used for 
activities and clubs and such on the respective campus but as long as you as a student. 

 

230 

00:32:20.880 --> 00:32:30.180 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): paid and envy you feed which, in this future we can call a vs you or a 
completely vs CS wide fee. 

 

231 

00:32:30.510 --> 00:32:44.610 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): You can partake in events on other campuses because you paid a fee to 
contribute to somebodies activities so we've had bus trips back and forth between the two campuses I 
remember my first event at Johnson. 

 

232 

00:32:44.940 --> 00:32:57.360 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): was a giant drag show which we don't really have at Linden and Johnson it's 
a huge tradition to have a drag show over there, so we like bust students over there, we bust students 
over for casino night. 

 

233 

00:32:58.170 --> 00:33:11.340 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): we've invited them to some of our events so there's been a good kind of 
cross of as long as you pay a fee you're welcome to go to an event on either. 

 

234 

00:33:11.670 --> 00:33:20.580 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): campus and i'd like to see that practice opened up across the system where 
you're contributing to somebody activities, so why not. 

 

235 

00:33:21.000 --> 00:33:35.670 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): partake in others, and I also know envy you currently has, to my knowledge, 
the only merged club our model UN club exists on both campuses and it's not a Johnson chapter 11 and 
Chapter it's one group. 

 

236 

00:33:36.090 --> 00:33:45.060 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And we pay for students separately, so the Johnson campus through their 
student activities fee and their fundraising efforts and. 

 

237 

00:33:45.270 --> 00:33:55.230 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Their relations with their student government and grants pays for their 
students to go and our separate our funding our student activities fees. 

 

238 

00:33:55.530 --> 00:34:03.420 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Our budgeting and relation with our student Government allows our 
students to go, but we all register together so that way it's not. 

 

239 

00:34:03.870 --> 00:34:13.320 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): Other people's money paying for humans, they don't necessarily know and 
relate to and it's also not one of those arguments of. 

 

240 

00:34:13.680 --> 00:34:27.930 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Well london's not even trying to fundraise money so they can go on this trip, 
so why are we going to use our hard earned money to allow them to go on this trip because they're not 
even trying so we keep our finances separate but we partake in things together. 

 

241 

00:34:28.380 --> 00:34:40.920 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So that's something that we've done for the past year that has seemed to 
work really well we're still kind of playing around with how the club is run issues but financially that has 
seemed to go well for us. 

 

242 

00:34:42.360 --> 00:34:43.710 

Gabriel Wilkinson: I have a comment on that so. 

 

243 

00:34:44.010 --> 00:34:55.830 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Like I said, dear etc, we just combined our two campuses we did the opposite, we 
combined our to student activities fees and as well it's not apparent by what I described it was chaos. 

 

244 

00:34:57.090 --> 00:35:08.790 

Gabriel Wilkinson: it's a it's been yeah it's been a mess, something that i've also been i've heard rumors 
of is a potential for combining the student government, like the student Councils which. 

 

245 

00:35:09.570 --> 00:35:27.270 



Gabriel Wilkinson: I do not think would work like if we did it we'd have to make sure that every single 
campus had like their own president and stuff that would like work together, but I, I cannot see a 
student Council running like that is that big and so separate working together very well so. 

 

246 

00:35:28.620 --> 00:35:30.960 

Wilson Garland: We are going to talk about student government here in just a minute. 

 

247 

00:35:32.610 --> 00:35:37.920 

Wilson Garland: But I guess you know before that you know we have a number of other sort of student 
activities or student. 

 

248 

00:35:39.330 --> 00:35:44.880 

Wilson Garland: Life related topics on here I you know we don't have to cover all of them, but I guess i'm 
wondering if. 

 

249 

00:35:45.360 --> 00:36:00.750 

Wilson Garland: If anybody has any you know thoughts about what's working or not working related to 
you know either health and counseling services service learning and community service is another sort 
of activity related component, but also has some academic components to it. 

 

250 

00:36:01.980 --> 00:36:18.270 

Wilson Garland: Student policies and regulations and handbooks and things like that I know I realize it's 
kind of a laundry list, but I am interested if there any that you all have a passionate about or thought 
about that is either working networking or new idea that we should consider. 

 

251 

00:36:24.720 --> 00:36:35.280 



Jess Bickford (She/Her): um I would say counseling services here at Cason are amazing on so last year, 
they were completely virtual because of coven. 

 

252 

00:36:35.520 --> 00:36:37.230 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): This year there's. 

 

253 

00:36:37.350 --> 00:36:52.920 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): The option of virtual or in person and a lot of the counselors are very flexible, so 
if one morning you wake up and you're like being don't want to leave my room, you can just email them 
and say hey we do it on zoom and they're very fast about getting that zoom link to you. 

 

254 

00:36:54.630 --> 00:37:12.270 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): But health and counseling services here are very accessible for everybody, right 
now, unfortunately it's hard, because there is a waiting list um but it just proves that there's a need for it 
and there's a want for it, therefore. 

 

255 

00:37:13.650 --> 00:37:18.300 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): We can weekend it's it's good everybody everybody normally. 

 

256 

00:37:20.460 --> 00:37:27.510 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): tries to get others involved in it, because I feel like a castle can we take mental 
health and things very seriously. 

 

257 

00:37:28.860 --> 00:37:34.350 



Jess Bickford (She/Her): And just knowing that we're students but where people first, which is really 
amazing. 

 

258 

00:37:39.030 --> 00:37:39.840 

Wilson Garland: that's really helpful. 

 

259 

00:37:43.680 --> 00:37:44.460 

Wilson Garland: anybody else. 

 

260 

00:37:49.260 --> 00:37:50.460 

Wilson Garland: Better a different topic. 

 

261 

00:37:51.360 --> 00:37:52.470 

Tajae Edwards: um I also like. 

 

262 

00:37:53.910 --> 00:37:56.190 

Tajae Edwards: thing that the health and counseling services. 

 

263 

00:37:56.190 --> 00:38:04.380 

Tajae Edwards: Here it's very, very effective, you know as president of the N double a CP have been like 
working on collaborations with the wellness Center because. 

 

264 



00:38:04.830 --> 00:38:11.130 

Tajae Edwards: we're planning on doing tours because different high schools and elementary schools, 
has been reaching out to the naacp. 

 

265 

00:38:11.670 --> 00:38:22.380 

Tajae Edwards: wanted to start like support groups or di groups and stuff like that, where they want 
inspiration, or they want advice of our how to like get started, and how we're progressing and stuff like 
that so. 

 

266 

00:38:23.280 --> 00:38:28.830 

Tajae Edwards: We, the wellness Center offered their support to like you know do a presentation about 
how. 

 

267 

00:38:30.360 --> 00:38:41.070 

Tajae Edwards: The effect on support effects support groups have a mental health and stuff like that so 
um they're really great we're like offering to collab with people and then need their support when 
needed. 

 

268 

00:38:46.650 --> 00:38:47.010 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): I can. 

 

269 

00:38:47.520 --> 00:38:49.800 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): speak for CCTV our. 

 

270 

00:38:51.570 --> 00:39:00.150 



Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): I feel like we need more a clear communication about the resources that 
are available that was one of the issues that we've talked about in the past. 

 

271 

00:39:02.100 --> 00:39:11.790 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): I think we work with united way providing connections for mental 
resources and a bunch of other resources but it's just not very well promoted and. 

 

272 

00:39:13.170 --> 00:39:32.640 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): well understood in the student body, I think, at least I haven't gotten a ton 
of feedback on this issue yeah but we were, we would like to see clear communication about how that 
works and what students have available to them, and I also would like to see more. 

 

273 

00:39:33.810 --> 00:39:51.540 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): More resources going towards the advising counseling aspect for 
students, because I feel like our advisors at CCTV are very tax, we have like two I think for PR Center so, 
for you know, however, many thousands of students there's only like 24 advisors, which just seems like 
ridiculous. 

 

274 

00:39:52.950 --> 00:40:00.870 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): And that number might be wrong that was something I heard, but I I i'm 
pretty sure it's something like that the main they have a lot of a lot of work. 

 

275 

00:40:01.890 --> 00:40:09.840 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): So our advisors aren't really able to provide the the dedicated support and 
build relationships and less like a student is actively like. 

 

276 



00:40:10.230 --> 00:40:19.650 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): engaged in making those connections and you know, making sure that 
they build out that relationship, which is something we encourage but you know being Community 
college students, you know. 

 

277 

00:40:20.190 --> 00:40:31.530 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Students are more passive about things they're just going through getting 
typical whatever, so I think I think that communication would be really important, the promotion of it 
and then also getting this support resources that we need. 

 

278 

00:40:38.010 --> 00:40:38.370 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Thanks. 

 

279 

00:40:38.400 --> 00:40:39.120 

Wilson Garland: that's helpful. 

 

280 

00:40:45.000 --> 00:40:46.260 

Wilson Garland: Any other thoughts on. 

 

281 

00:40:47.700 --> 00:40:51.720 

Wilson Garland: policies or public safety or any other. 

 

282 

00:40:53.400 --> 00:40:55.890 

Wilson Garland: campus and student life questions. 



 

283 

00:40:58.380 --> 00:41:11.100 

Sarina Pesinkowski: I actually I have a question um so I only know about out about the Johnson campus 
but i'm wondering do the other campuses have like health services, rather than just counseling. 

 

284 

00:41:14.130 --> 00:41:17.730 

imuneek: So um we actually have. 

 

285 

00:41:19.710 --> 00:41:24.840 

imuneek: Not just counseling on our campus I know there is some type of other. 

 

286 

00:41:26.490 --> 00:41:38.880 

imuneek: therapy of some sort i've actually participated in myself this is how I know I just can't 
remember the actual term for it but um we do have other therapeutic services on our campus um. 

 

287 

00:41:40.230 --> 00:41:46.920 

imuneek: i'm not like i'm not sure about the other campuses not sure if they have different services or 
not, but I definitely know that we do. 

 

288 

00:41:48.600 --> 00:41:51.300 

Sarina Pesinkowski: yeah, and I mean, as somebody who's on the Johnson campus. 

 

289 

00:41:51.300 --> 00:41:52.980 



Sarina Pesinkowski: I think that our wellness Center. 

 

290 

00:41:53.130 --> 00:42:00.840 

Sarina Pesinkowski: In terms of you know, like mental health services is great, but i'm just curious like 
about health specifically like physical health because. 

 

291 

00:42:02.550 --> 00:42:10.920 

Sarina Pesinkowski: As an incoming freshman I didn't realize that there wouldn't be some sort of nurse 
on campus and it's relatively fine because there's you know, a hospital nearby and the school does. 

 

292 

00:42:11.280 --> 00:42:17.070 

Sarina Pesinkowski: partner with a local doctors office, but it was something that I didn't know until I 
was here. 

 

293 

00:42:17.850 --> 00:42:33.420 

Sarina Pesinkowski: And I feel like i'm just curious if that's a Johnson specific thing or if other campuses 
also don't have any like specific health services, I know that there are health services on this campus if 
you're a division athlete but otherwise it doesn't exist. 

 

294 

00:42:34.380 --> 00:42:51.450 

Gabriel Wilkinson: yeah we have etc we don't even have a nurse's office anymore, they are nurse retired 
a couple years back then we it's just remained empty or that's not the rent off campus if you're on any 
other campus just like look around and every single person is a nurse, so you find there. 

 

295 

00:42:52.590 --> 00:42:59.790 



Gabriel Wilkinson: Again, no, we don't really have any of that here you're if you can't you can't fix it with 
a band aid or stuff you get it right you're kind of screwed. 

 

296 

00:43:01.470 --> 00:43:08.760 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): And we at castletown we do have a nurse, that is in the building for specific 
hours every day. 

 

297 

00:43:09.510 --> 00:43:18.300 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Which is nice couple years ago I thought I have kind of situs didn't want to go 
right to the doctors, because I thought oh if it's not that then. 

 

298 

00:43:19.080 --> 00:43:36.300 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): We won't go to the emergency room so Thankfully they were there and they 
could tell me that it wasn't um but it's Nice that yes, sometimes the hours aren't always flexible but 
there's also the castles and express clinic literally two minutes down the road. 

 

299 

00:43:37.350 --> 00:43:46.410 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): which they normally will help you get appointments and if you need to, 
especially if you're out of state student if you're out of state student they'll help you. 

 

300 

00:43:47.880 --> 00:43:54.840 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): But normally there's a nurse, and now that you can go in, they can check you 
out tell you if you actually have to go to the hospital or not, which is really great. 

 

301 

00:43:56.580 --> 00:44:12.870 



Gillian MacDonald: Similar to Castle 10 and view London has something called brown house where that's 
where all of our counselors and stuff are for mental health, too, but there is a nurse, and sometimes a 
doctor down there with specific hours, just like castles and they're not really flexible, but we are. 

 

302 

00:44:13.980 --> 00:44:21.000 

Gillian MacDonald: Like very close with the people of an era churches in St johnsbury only like 10 
minutes away something were to happen, and we also. 

 

303 

00:44:21.660 --> 00:44:33.780 

Gillian MacDonald: have a duty phone that you can call where they can provide transportation, if 
needed, and stuff like that to the hospital, which I think is really cool like we always have the option for 
our students were like if you need to go somewhere like. 

 

304 

00:44:34.770 --> 00:44:41.400 

Gillian MacDonald: You can get there, especially if it's health related and like it in her case like if she 
thought she had appendicitis that would bring her there. 

 

305 

00:44:47.220 --> 00:44:48.510 

Sarina Pesinkowski: Thanks, so thank you guys. 

 

306 

00:44:50.070 --> 00:44:50.580 

Wilson Garland: alright. 

 

307 

00:44:51.990 --> 00:44:57.390 



Wilson Garland: So the next topic is student government, and I know we've covered some of this already 
but. 

 

308 

00:44:58.680 --> 00:45:09.360 

Wilson Garland: It sounds like there's support, both in the chat as well as some of the things you were 
talking about Gabriel of you know, having some combination of campus space. 

 

309 

00:45:10.140 --> 00:45:18.510 

Wilson Garland: Government and and then some coordination, but that it's important to have some 
student government focused on at a campus level is that. 

 

310 

00:45:18.750 --> 00:45:19.080 

Wilson Garland: yeah. 

 

311 

00:45:19.140 --> 00:45:20.160 

Wilson Garland: I hear that correctly. 

 

312 

00:45:20.580 --> 00:45:26.100 

Gabriel Wilkinson: The push seems to be a lot more like keeping the government's separated, we should 
certainly connect with each other, like. 

 

313 

00:45:26.460 --> 00:45:35.310 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Add to just share ideas and that would be an awesome awesome awesome thing if 
we could like share ideas of spit just spit balling back and forth to each other what works what's been. 



 

314 

00:45:35.970 --> 00:45:47.250 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Bad what's like just learning from each other's mistakes, but like each campus I think 
probably should end up kind of governing themselves it's probably too late to separate the dtc 
campuses at this point. 

 

315 

00:45:48.300 --> 00:45:55.980 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Just, especially because we've the one of the reasons actually we combined as 
campuses is because the Willesden campus they used to have their own government. 

 

316 

00:45:56.280 --> 00:46:15.240 

Gabriel Wilkinson: But it was historically like you had no members we've had there were years where 
they literally had nobody want to run for any position it almost happened this year on the randolph 
campus I ended up finding out about running for President an hour before the deadline so yeah. 

 

317 

00:46:16.050 --> 00:46:18.390 

Gabriel Wilkinson: It communication was rough over covert. 

 

318 

00:46:18.600 --> 00:46:19.530 

Gabriel Wilkinson: very rough. 

 

319 

00:46:21.150 --> 00:46:24.420 

Gabriel Wilkinson: yeah we're working on remedy remedy that this year so. 

 



320 

00:46:25.770 --> 00:46:26.850 

Gabriel Wilkinson: fingers crossed. 

 

321 

00:46:28.140 --> 00:46:42.780 

Gillian MacDonald: So as as a President Lyndon I would definitely lean way more towards keeping our SG 
a separate so in our vcs and meetings we often like talk about our separate campuses and like etc has a 
student Council we have. 

 

322 

00:46:43.830 --> 00:46:54.090 

Gillian MacDonald: Like government, and we have a general borden and executive board and, like our 
sister school Johnson, like our issues are completely different just between our two schools and we've 
kept them separate. 

 

323 

00:46:54.390 --> 00:47:06.660 

Gillian MacDonald: And I think that we've built a great connection with each others like on my Executive 
Board always like we meet with jonathan's President and Vice President and it's always open to their 
senate members um. 

 

324 

00:47:07.350 --> 00:47:16.980 

Gillian MacDonald: And I just think that like keeping us as separate like Alex had said in the chat like we 
often are talking about things that specifically have to do with something happening on our physical 
campus. 

 

325 

00:47:17.340 --> 00:47:23.640 

Gillian MacDonald: And that's really not a discussion that will be easily accessible if it's throughout the 
entire Vermont state system. 



 

326 

00:47:26.610 --> 00:47:27.000 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): I think. 

 

327 

00:47:28.980 --> 00:47:39.570 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Taking advantage of the vs CSA and building that out to kind of covered 
issues that would be end up being school wide like if you know what like if we're looking at. 

 

328 

00:47:40.140 --> 00:47:44.190 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): overarching budgeting for things you know managing if we do. 

 

329 

00:47:44.700 --> 00:47:52.230 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): You know, combined teams are like I don't know we're going into sports 
and stuff a little bit, but I think like for specific issues that do involve. 

 

330 

00:47:52.500 --> 00:48:02.310 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): All of the campuses and decisions being made on that would affect all 
those campuses or program that are cross campus I think building out, you know, an organization like 
the CSA. 

 

331 

00:48:03.240 --> 00:48:05.250 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): would be a useful way of doing that. 

 

332 



00:48:05.670 --> 00:48:13.860 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): And then you know, like so we're actually voting I don't really know how 
the structure of the student government's working you know CCTV we don't even have voting or 
anything like that it's literally just like. 

 

333 

00:48:14.160 --> 00:48:19.860 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): An advisory council and we, the come up with their own projects, and you 
know interact with the administration departments, as we need. 

 

334 

00:48:21.120 --> 00:48:27.990 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): But I think having some kind of mechanisms that might be similar to an sj 
but just for issues that would pertain to the whole system. 

 

335 

00:48:31.290 --> 00:48:35.970 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Alex asked a great question chat which just asking all of us to like describe our 
student government's work. 

 

336 

00:48:37.110 --> 00:48:44.130 

Gabriel Wilkinson: I can probably start that so ours work so mine i'm the President, we have a Vice 
President, Secretary and a treasure. 

 

337 

00:48:45.360 --> 00:48:52.140 

Gabriel Wilkinson: We are that those are the members of the Executive Board, we meet once a week 
separately from the student Council along with our to. 

 

338 



00:48:52.860 --> 00:49:03.300 

Gabriel Wilkinson: faculty advisors, the dean of students Jason enzler and the head of student activities, 
Patrick Connolly we meet once a week to discuss what we're going to talk about in the meeting. 

 

339 

00:49:03.720 --> 00:49:09.990 

Gabriel Wilkinson: And what needs what's going on a campus and what generally needs to get done 
then we go into our meeting the next day. 

 

340 

00:49:11.430 --> 00:49:26.550 

Gabriel Wilkinson: That takes like an hour and a half hour sometimes hour hour and a half, if it that's 
really long usually then only going for around 45 minutes, but the people that show up, there are the 
club heads or just you it's one person representing each club typically um. 

 

341 

00:49:27.600 --> 00:49:41.550 

Gabriel Wilkinson: yeah we are whole rules and stuff are based on a constitution there's a separate 
handbook that's, I believe, written by student activities it's a little weird complicated it's kind of half 
written by us half written by them. 

 

342 

00:49:43.020 --> 00:49:58.260 

Gabriel Wilkinson: At we disagree, the Constitution and the handbook decide how clubs can spend their 
money what clubs can do what a club is yeah the student Council itself has their own we do have our 
own budget, I. 

 

343 

00:49:59.970 --> 00:50:12.930 

Gabriel Wilkinson: I don't believe we have to ask board or any of the members of the Council, or the just 
the general board to spend our money, and yet you know you mentioned that i'm going to look into that 
a little further. 



 

344 

00:50:14.610 --> 00:50:18.480 

Gabriel Wilkinson: I don't remember seeing any of that when I was reading our constitution and stuff 
but yeah. 

 

345 

00:50:19.050 --> 00:50:25.050 

Gabriel Wilkinson: that's generally how its structured unfortunately we don't have any Members from 
any other campuses it's all randolph this year. 

 

346 

00:50:25.530 --> 00:50:37.290 

Gabriel Wilkinson: We had a we did have like one or two people apply from Willesden but both of them 
were freshmen and are not we don't let don't let freshmen join because they don't know what they're 
getting into. 

 

347 

00:50:39.270 --> 00:50:39.660 

Gabriel Wilkinson: yeah. 

 

348 

00:50:42.150 --> 00:50:45.420 

Gillian MacDonald: Oh, when Wilson, where you going to ask him a question i'm sorry. 

 

349 

00:50:46.410 --> 00:50:53.130 

Gillian MacDonald: Okay, so at Linden on you need one semester of previous experience to join our 
student government. 

 



350 

00:50:53.490 --> 00:51:07.170 

Gillian MacDonald: And then, our executive board is filled with a president administrative Vice President 
executive Vice President in a financial controller um and we meet bi weekly every other Wednesday, 
because our regular. 

 

351 

00:51:08.490 --> 00:51:13.230 

Gillian MacDonald: hga meets the opposing Wednesday, so our general board is then filled with. 

 

352 

00:51:14.460 --> 00:51:22.170 

Gillian MacDonald: A club representative from each club and every club has to be present at every 
meeting, and we also have something called an executive cabinet. 

 

353 

00:51:22.470 --> 00:51:34.950 

Gillian MacDonald: Which is filled with a peer leader REP which is like our freshman mentor sore leaders 
like the other campuses have an ra rap, it is also our cab REP is considered our executive cabinet, as well 
as our. 

 

354 

00:51:35.730 --> 00:51:43.080 

Gillian MacDonald: Student athlete rap and then we also have class representatives, a non traditional 
representative and then an. 

 

355 

00:51:44.130 --> 00:51:45.720 

Gillian MacDonald: International representative. 

 

356 



00:51:47.670 --> 00:51:50.250 

Gillian MacDonald: Alex unmute yourself, because I don't know what you're about thing to me. 

 

357 

00:51:50.880 --> 00:51:56.730 

Gillian MacDonald: A meter Oh, I am a computer I should know that and we have Community 
representatives as well, so. 

 

358 

00:51:57.210 --> 00:52:04.200 

Gillian MacDonald: i'm all of those that all of the elected roxanne and stuff you have to be voted in, and 
like get enough signatures. 

 

359 

00:52:04.950 --> 00:52:21.720 

Gillian MacDonald: And then further money spending wise the Executive Board can approve any 
purchase under or up to $500 and once it exceeds $500 it goes to our general board once the purchase 
exceeds $10,000 it would have to be voted on by 10% of our student body. 

 

360 

00:52:23.400 --> 00:52:27.750 

Gillian MacDonald: And that's basically the way our ncaa is run. 

 

361 

00:52:28.410 --> 00:52:30.300 

Gabriel Wilkinson: That for our those purchases, for your. 

 

362 

00:52:30.900 --> 00:52:34.980 

Gabriel Wilkinson: For this your student government purchasing stuff or for just clubs in general. 



 

363 

00:52:35.580 --> 00:52:40.650 

Gillian MacDonald: So clubs in general, go through, thank you for asking that clubs in general, go 
through a budgeting process. 

 

364 

00:52:40.980 --> 00:52:49.890 

Gillian MacDonald: That they will hand in a budget roughly around March, and then the Executive Board, 
along with elected REPS will sit down and go through all of it and we. 

 

365 

00:52:50.400 --> 00:52:56.340 

Gillian MacDonald: Look at a proposed budget and student activities for you that we will have for the 
following year and we budget out the money for the club's. 

 

366 

00:52:57.060 --> 00:53:04.230 

Gillian MacDonald: arm and then we present it and then the general board then votes on it to approve 
the budget or not approve the budget, and then we would read. 

 

367 

00:53:04.680 --> 00:53:15.450 

Gillian MacDonald: allocate all the money and like redo the budgeting process, but basically like a club is 
a given a certain amount of money in a club at any point throughout the year can ask for more money, 
something cool about Linda initiate. 

 

368 

00:53:15.810 --> 00:53:27.120 

Gillian MacDonald: Any student can come to sj and ask us for money as well, so like you do all you need 
to do is send in a presentation to the SDA email and be like hey I want to present on this topic at your 
next meeting. 



 

369 

00:53:27.660 --> 00:53:34.320 

Gillian MacDonald: i'm 72 hours in advance, and then you are able to be on the agenda, and you get to 
present. 

 

370 

00:53:35.010 --> 00:53:46.590 

Gillian MacDonald: And you can get money that way but club spending money is very different than our 
entire sta spending money, so the 500 and like 10,000 that is for. 

 

371 

00:53:47.430 --> 00:53:59.430 

Gillian MacDonald: The SCA spending money and then, if a club request more money that's over $500 
they present it to the SGI and then they would get approved or not approved if they need to exceed 
their budget. 

 

372 

00:54:02.100 --> 00:54:16.950 

Gabriel Wilkinson: yeah we don't have any extra budget to give them, unfortunately, and we have a we 
have a budget meeting at the beginning of the year we typically we look through our group we def same 
thing we have clubs submit their budgets this year it was chaos, they were like two weeks late. 

 

373 

00:54:18.300 --> 00:54:18.810 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Because. 

 

374 

00:54:18.840 --> 00:54:20.520 

Gillian MacDonald: We had like it. 

 



375 

00:54:20.850 --> 00:54:26.070 

Gabriel Wilkinson: The deadline we were we made it by the deadline, the actual specific deadline, but. 

 

376 

00:54:27.150 --> 00:54:30.960 

Gabriel Wilkinson: We had like when the when we normally have the budget meeting we had like. 

 

377 

00:54:32.220 --> 00:54:42.150 

Gabriel Wilkinson: 10 clubs registered because communication and just kind of been like everything had 
been that terrible and not working. 

 

378 

00:54:42.870 --> 00:54:53.340 

Gabriel Wilkinson: But yeah so our budget meeting, we have a we look at the we typically look at the 
budgets and remove all the items that are prohibited according to like our handbook and constitution, 
and then the budget meeting is. 

 

379 

00:54:54.390 --> 00:55:03.600 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Basically, all the clubs send two wraps and we just debate over the budget for a 
couple of hours those meetings last anywhere from. 

 

380 

00:55:04.440 --> 00:55:19.110 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Three two to three hours to i've seen them go from i've i've not been at this one, 
thank goodness, but I heard freshman year, the budget meeting went from six till 2am yeah That was a. 

 

381 



00:55:21.390 --> 00:55:29.460 

Gabriel Wilkinson: It becomes a team exercise after about an hour and a half, where everyone's just like 
give up money, so we can leave it's pretty good. 

 

382 

00:55:32.250 --> 00:55:32.580 

Wilson Garland: All right. 

 

383 

00:55:33.660 --> 00:55:36.060 

Wilson Garland: anybody else have something to add, I want to move on. 

 

384 

00:55:37.470 --> 00:55:42.510 

Wilson Garland: here soon just because we have other things to cover, but any any last thoughts on 
student government. 

 

385 

00:55:43.230 --> 00:55:51.300 

Cooney, Ryan J.: yeah Wilson i'll jump in here real quick considering i'm the guy who currently has to 
manage the system as it is now so as I mentioned. 

 

386 

00:55:52.650 --> 00:56:01.080 

Cooney, Ryan J.: i'm the student trustee for the board of trustees for the state college system and it's my 
job to coordinate more or less the efforts amongst the various student government associations. 

 

387 

00:56:01.470 --> 00:56:11.610 



Cooney, Ryan J.: And that's why I would offer in highly encouraged that this for monster university 
maintain a student government presence on each of its campuses or, at least in the array that it 
currently is. 

 

388 

00:56:12.000 --> 00:56:17.730 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Because that allows the person in my position to communicate clearly with each 
campus and understand what's going on at each of them. 

 

389 

00:56:18.330 --> 00:56:23.970 

Cooney, Ryan J.: To increase the size of them I would not recommend I went to a school that had 30,000 
people on it. 

 

390 

00:56:24.510 --> 00:56:35.310 

Cooney, Ryan J.: We have a 40 Member board, and let me tell you, you couldn't get that thing full at any 
point in time, so the idea that, to increase the size to me just isn't going to happen um. 

 

391 

00:56:35.940 --> 00:56:40.170 

Cooney, Ryan J.: provide a little background on what exactly this team is supposed to do. 

 

392 

00:56:40.800 --> 00:56:49.980 

Cooney, Ryan J.: It is essentially communicative only it's my job to bring stuff from the board, and for my 
meetings I communicate that out to the SG as they take it from there to the students. 

 

393 

00:56:50.280 --> 00:56:58.260 



Cooney, Ryan J.: Vice versa information flows to me, I take to the board it's not really a governing body 
in that sense, at least in its current iteration there's two things we vote on. 

 

394 

00:56:58.650 --> 00:57:05.490 

Cooney, Ryan J.: One is scholarships that go out in late April early May the other one is who gets to sit in 
my seat for a year, so. 

 

395 

00:57:06.060 --> 00:57:16.770 

Cooney, Ryan J.: that's at least how the current system works i'm having been in it for about a year and a 
half now, I can say, and I have people have been there since I joined I think it's running well. 

 

396 

00:57:17.310 --> 00:57:23.760 

Cooney, Ryan J.: It just really depends on who you've got in this seat and who is also working with you at 
the different campuses. 

 

397 

00:57:24.180 --> 00:57:31.380 

Cooney, Ryan J.: But to me at least the way the student governments are raid right now, and the way 
they work across the campuses with communication. 

 

398 

00:57:32.130 --> 00:57:39.660 

Cooney, Ryan J.: it's working arguably most of its been focused on the transformation, but that is also 
the most pressing issue so it's natural that that's we're going to talk about the majority. 

 

399 

00:57:39.930 --> 00:57:54.150 



Cooney, Ryan J.: But we did have a meeting last night, and I will say it was great discussion around 
transformation, but other issues as well that we're already seeing good project leads on, so I would 
argue the system's working keep working with the V Su. 

 

400 

00:57:57.360 --> 00:57:59.190 

Wilson Garland: Thanks Ryan that's that's very helpful. 

 

401 

00:58:00.510 --> 00:58:01.050 

Wilson Garland: alright. 

 

402 

00:58:01.650 --> 00:58:10.110 

Wilson Garland: So the next topic is residence life and, in particular, obviously, for for folks that have 
been resident, and one of the campuses. 

 

403 

00:58:11.250 --> 00:58:20.160 

Wilson Garland: But just trying to understand what role residence life has played in the student 
experience what's working what's not working for those of you don't live on campus. 

 

404 

00:58:21.390 --> 00:58:25.950 

Wilson Garland: You know Are there things that we could do to do differently to make that an option or. 

 

405 

00:58:27.450 --> 00:58:31.770 

Wilson Garland: Just kind of curious on general thoughts on on residence life. 

 



406 

00:58:34.440 --> 00:58:41.280 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): i'm i'm a current senior Community advisor at castletown university, so I 
actually work for residence life. 

 

407 

00:58:42.630 --> 00:58:44.610 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): So it has played a big role. 

 

408 

00:58:45.630 --> 00:58:48.930 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): At least for the last two years of my three years so far here. 

 

409 

00:58:50.700 --> 00:58:51.450 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Because. 

 

410 

00:58:55.170 --> 00:59:07.050 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): First of all, my freshman year was cut short of coven But even with that 
residence life was always involved I knew my area coordinators, the people who run the residence life 
program here and. 

 

411 

00:59:08.250 --> 00:59:10.860 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): I knew them even before I applied to view CA. 

 

412 

00:59:12.450 --> 00:59:23.550 



Jess Bickford (She/Her): So that was really nice but also being a CA now I run a monthly program and get 
to know residents across campus and. 

 

413 

00:59:24.300 --> 00:59:36.390 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Different Bolton boards to raise awareness, for different things to help 
individuals and then even duty nights where I get to meet a whole bunch of very crazy individuals, 
sometimes but it's all worth it. 

 

414 

00:59:37.590 --> 00:59:49.020 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): And then, for our residential options and services that we have we have 
multiple so we have themes housing, which is wellness housing some substance free housing. 

 

415 

00:59:50.370 --> 00:59:54.810 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): And then we have an honors house and we had another. 

 

416 

00:59:55.230 --> 00:59:56.160 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): house, but it. 

 

417 

00:59:56.520 --> 01:00:09.540 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): combined into honors housing Switzerland, the honor students and then we 
also have the sweet style options and the quarter style options which is really nice and we have Rutland 
apartments as well. 

 

418 

01:00:10.350 --> 01:00:17.340 



Jess Bickford (She/Her): But as far as I know, we're getting rid of those and those were for graduate 
students to live in, if they so choose um. 

 

419 

01:00:18.510 --> 01:00:25.260 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): But I think one of the biggest things with our residential life that could be 
addressed is. 

 

420 

01:00:26.550 --> 01:00:30.000 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Sometimes the infrastructure of specific buildings. 

 

421 

01:00:31.140 --> 01:00:36.060 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): and making sure that there is heat all the time. 

 

422 

01:00:37.350 --> 01:00:41.310 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Making sure that i'm just things are. 

 

423 

01:00:43.320 --> 01:00:54.330 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): operating correctly for our residents and everything like that so also to make 
the Community advisors for the resident on our as we call it CA. 

 

424 

01:00:55.620 --> 01:01:12.570 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): ra raise lives easier, so we don't have to be calling public safety for things all the 
time, so that's one thing that I think could really improve within the residence life it's just the 
infrastructure, making sure that it's up to par and Sturdy for the whole entire year. 



 

425 

01:01:14.430 --> 01:01:14.850 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): yeah. 

 

426 

01:01:15.030 --> 01:01:18.180 

Cooney, Ryan J.: If I could echo that I know randolph definitely could. 

 

427 

01:01:18.180 --> 01:01:18.720 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Use some. 

 

428 

01:01:18.750 --> 01:01:23.040 

Cooney, Ryan J.: ti a lot of the buildings Willesden could too. 

 

429 

01:01:23.070 --> 01:01:32.010 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Because boy, it is fun when it's 90 degrees outside in the air conditioner keeps decided 
it's time to turn off and never come back so listeners conditioners. 

 

430 

01:01:33.060 --> 01:01:37.650 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Well, you know there's one outside the building that i'm told works, but I see a van 
every three days so. 

 

431 

01:01:37.890 --> 01:01:41.850 



Jess Bickford (She/Her): I don't also doesn't have air conditioning in our buildings. 

 

432 

01:01:42.150 --> 01:01:43.440 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): We haven't into buildings. 

 

433 

01:01:43.470 --> 01:01:50.070 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): But we are not allowed to have them once students move on to campus so air 
conditioning would be very much appreciated and. 

 

434 

01:01:50.310 --> 01:01:50.700 

Gillian MacDonald: it's. 

 

435 

01:01:51.330 --> 01:01:58.530 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Not real so so clearly yeah facilities is a big thing we need to be looking at in terms of 
dorm rooms, but also classroom spaces. 

 

436 

01:01:59.640 --> 01:02:03.990 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Along with being a trustee I am an ra it's my second year doing this up here in williston. 

 

437 

01:02:04.350 --> 01:02:11.610 

Cooney, Ryan J.: um it's a small group, but we still have people up here one of the big things I would say, 
looking at residence life is kind of a standardization of training. 

 

438 



01:02:12.540 --> 01:02:19.020 

Cooney, Ryan J.: And really making sure that people know what they're doing they feel safe doing their 
jobs they know who they can contact because. 

 

439 

01:02:19.380 --> 01:02:28.380 

Cooney, Ryan J.: I know there are times, where if you're the ra especially up here at least you might be 
the only one on campus with the phone so it's on you, at that point to. 

 

440 

01:02:28.800 --> 01:02:37.140 

Cooney, Ryan J.: And whatever's going to happen um and that's different because we are a small 
campus so that's kind of what happens up here but also just like. 

 

441 

01:02:37.530 --> 01:02:43.410 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Going back to the training, making sure all the ducks are in a row, and that we know 
what's going to happen in the training because, for example. 

 

442 

01:02:43.830 --> 01:02:59.970 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Apparently we were all supposed to get fingerprinted back in August and I just got 
fingerprinted today so uh you know we're really, really going on, that a security aspect where we're up 
front on that which is great so stuff like that I think would be a nice change moving forward. 

 

443 

01:03:01.410 --> 01:03:08.580 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): i'm going off that Ryan i'm question, do you guys actually like do you guys, have 
a duty phone that iras carry. 

 

444 



01:03:09.180 --> 01:03:18.420 

Cooney, Ryan J.: We do have a duty phone I don't have it with me, but it is a classic flip phone um it 
basically looks like a burner cell phone. 

 

445 

01:03:19.200 --> 01:03:29.850 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): that's really interesting because that castletown first of all our training is 
amazing i'm talking, if you think otherwise please tell me. 

 

446 

01:03:30.300 --> 01:03:30.840 

Tajae Edwards: It is. 

 

447 

01:03:31.260 --> 01:03:42.690 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): OK, because I could talk to the ACS so we have training for two weeks prior to 
the time that students come on campus we go to a camp. 

 

448 

01:03:44.070 --> 01:03:57.090 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): I don't know where in Vermont, it is because i'm not from Vermont um but we 
go camping for a weekend which is really fun and we really get to like bond with one another and 
everything and we're given. 

 

449 

01:03:57.660 --> 01:04:12.000 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): All of the information we need for training prior to it, we used to have to get 
fingerprinted and we don't get fingerprinted or we didn't this year as far as I know, i'm because of covert 
restrictions and so many of us went from out of state. 

 

450 



01:04:13.200 --> 01:04:22.140 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): But the different thing is, is that we don't have a duty phones that go on to one 
student so in each of our buildings. 

 

451 

01:04:22.650 --> 01:04:34.560 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): I love this in each of our buildings there's a CA ra on duty every single night until 
midnight on weekdays and then Friday and Saturday nights nights it's 2am. 

 

452 

01:04:35.310 --> 01:04:48.330 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): And we stay on duty, and if we have any issues, because we are students 
ourselves, we call our area coordinators who are the big bosses who live on campus and apartments in 
our resident buildings. 

 

453 

01:04:49.470 --> 01:04:53.580 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): And the ACR call actually comes and handles the situation with us. 

 

454 

01:04:53.910 --> 01:05:05.070 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): So we have another set of eyes and if we need it, public safety columns and so 
that's really nice, because we have a lot of people on our corner and not everything's put on our 
shoulders like with a duty phone and things like that. 

 

455 

01:05:05.430 --> 01:05:09.390 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): So that was really interesting that you mentioned, you guys have the duty from 
yourselves. 

 

456 



01:05:10.230 --> 01:05:17.280 

Cooney, Ryan J.: yeah well we we are a small campus I mean it's the resolution Wilson is three people 
it's two arrays and an RD so. 

 

457 

01:05:18.030 --> 01:05:22.260 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): We get that makes more sense yeah we get we get the phone we get the shared 
responsibility. 

 

458 

01:05:23.280 --> 01:05:26.280 

Cooney, Ryan J.: And again, I mean there is campus safety up here, there is a public. 

 

459 

01:05:26.280 --> 01:05:27.030 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Safety thing. 

 

460 

01:05:27.300 --> 01:05:41.040 

Cooney, Ryan J.: But they are not always on campus it's more like they're here for a couple hours in the 
evening, but then you know after that point, the only people here are you so that it's so Willesden is 
different in that sense, compared to the rest of the campuses. 

 

461 

01:05:44.250 --> 01:05:47.160 

Cooney, Ryan J.: And we also only have one week of training we don't we don't do two weeks to train. 

 

462 

01:05:49.590 --> 01:05:54.960 



Gillian MacDonald: outlander in the Arias also go through two weeks of training before the school starts 
the school year starts. 

 

463 

01:05:55.380 --> 01:06:01.980 

Gillian MacDonald: um and like Alex put in the chat we have a duty phone that's only passed around 
through pro staff and our pro staff is. 

 

464 

01:06:02.550 --> 01:06:11.580 

Gillian MacDonald: filled with hesitant with head resident resident hall directors and then it can also be 
filled with like the director of student life assistant directors to your life and dean of students. 

 

465 

01:06:11.970 --> 01:06:21.180 

Gillian MacDonald: And they are the only ones that ever see our duty phone because most things that 
are contacted through our duty phone are confidential and although sometimes our days are included in 
the situations. 

 

466 

01:06:21.420 --> 01:06:33.270 

Gillian MacDonald: A lot of times they do not include the iras into situations, unless they need students 
support and our duty fun like that's accessible 24 seven and then our iras are on duty. 

 

467 

01:06:34.800 --> 01:06:38.460 

Gillian MacDonald: every night until 10 or 11 and all the weekends i'm pretty sure it's until one. 

 

468 

01:06:40.260 --> 01:06:46.140 



Gillian MacDonald: And we haven't already on duty and each specific residence hall as well, or like each 
cohort of residence halls. 

 

469 

01:06:48.300 --> 01:06:59.880 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): um something as a commuter on the London campus that is made available 
to us is even when the campus is not experiencing experiencing coven. 

 

470 

01:07:00.150 --> 01:07:08.580 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And there are a million, as you know, every single room on campus is full the 
triples are for the doubles or for the singles or below okay like. 

 

471 

01:07:08.820 --> 01:07:21.660 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): You know overwhelming student population scenario we always have a floor 
of rooms available for commuter housing, because we live in Vermont right winters suck. 

 

472 

01:07:22.230 --> 01:07:34.710 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): let's be real if you're in New England winters suck so we have commuter 
housing, so if a commuter is caught on campus in a giant snowstorm they don't feel comfortable driving 
at night. 

 

473 

01:07:35.580 --> 01:07:47.250 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): there's you know, a heavy rain shower and they're just you know not 
comfortable for the day or something's going on at home and they just need a place to escape to we 
have. 

 

474 

01:07:47.550 --> 01:07:54.960 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): Empty rooms that are always available for commuters and they still have to 
pay for that housing, just as residential students do. 

 

475 

01:07:55.170 --> 01:08:08.370 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): But we make sure that housing is always available for those emergency type 
situations and also the same can be said for residential students who need to be separated, we always 
have extra rooms available we try to avoid. 

 

476 

01:08:08.700 --> 01:08:19.890 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): overcrowding, as much as possible, because that's a resource that you 
absolutely need in Vermont and and because coven yea it doesn't seem to really be a problem as. 

 

477 

01:08:20.490 --> 01:08:36.330 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Much for the last couple years um but something I would like to see taken 
across all the campuses actually um, and this is both I guess residential life, but also different areas of 
student life is. 

 

478 

01:08:36.810 --> 01:08:41.940 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): A unification of terms um so I know like you know, on. 

 

479 

01:08:42.810 --> 01:08:49.230 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Everybody has similar roles, but different names and it makes it hard for. 

 

480 

01:08:49.530 --> 01:08:58.110 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): us to communicate with each other so like i'm learning a lot here tonight 
learning about how the different programs are structured on the different campuses and the different 
names for different jobs. 

 

481 

01:08:58.440 --> 01:09:06.900 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): But, for example, my role as a peer LEADER I think almost everybody else on 
every other campus in a similar role is called an orientation leader. 

 

482 

01:09:07.290 --> 01:09:13.500 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And it's just something I think terms like that in terms are in residential life 
around like iras and. 

 

483 

01:09:14.340 --> 01:09:24.330 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): The the higher up position, so we have our raise senior iras had residents, 
which are part time pro staff residence hall directors, which are full time pro staff. 

 

484 

01:09:24.660 --> 01:09:31.320 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And then other humans there's just like a lot of people across the campuses 
who seem to do similar work. 

 

485 

01:09:31.680 --> 01:09:38.730 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): But have different names and I think it'd be cool to see those names kind of 
unified across the campuses so that. 

 

486 

01:09:39.090 --> 01:09:46.020 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): it's just a universal language you know when you go to the student 
governments and you're talking about a certain issue or something going on. 

 

487 

01:09:46.320 --> 01:09:55.650 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And it goes to like you know the big the big high vs tsa right you're not like 
Okay, I have no idea what that is right we're using a lot of different language here. 

 

488 

01:09:55.920 --> 01:10:08.580 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So I think it'd be cool to keep the individual structures in certain areas like 
we were talking about student governments, but just kind of unifying language so that we all know what 
we're talking about when we talk about it. 

 

489 

01:10:09.810 --> 01:10:23.640 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Because i've been buffering half of this conversation trying to write down 
different terms, and I think all the areas we've discussed so far and to answer your question Ryan, I want 
to say it's a belt, like the price of a hotel room. 

 

490 

01:10:24.480 --> 01:10:34.530 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): But I don't remember off the top of my head, but I can ask in my work, study 
job in that office tomorrow and send like a mass email out. 

 

491 

01:10:35.190 --> 01:10:38.160 

Gillian MacDonald: i'm looking at my email right now to try and find the press. 

 

492 

01:10:38.640 --> 01:10:42.150 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): I want to say it's like 60 or 79. 

 

493 

01:10:42.210 --> 01:10:53.820 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Maybe but and that's that's build to your student account so it's not like you 
have to like write a check pay out of pocket like the night of or something you gets billed to your normal 
student account you take care of it was student services. 

 

494 

01:10:57.120 --> 01:11:05.940 

Wilson Garland: that's really an interesting concept and I guess it brings to mind a question I have, I 
know that there and I think it may be some nursing students are others who are. 

 

495 

01:11:06.330 --> 01:11:11.640 

Wilson Garland: You know, living on a different campus than their home campus for clinical trials or 
things like that is that. 

 

496 

01:11:12.270 --> 01:11:26.880 

Wilson Garland: Is that something if you were to get an internship somewhere else in in Vermont that 
you would be interested in being able to sort of port your your residential situation or would you rather 
just handle that on your own. 

 

497 

01:11:27.900 --> 01:11:34.230 

Cooney, Ryan J.: um I can say from experience, etc, already does that because, like we keep the Wilson 
my champion, especially in the summer. 

 

498 

01:11:34.680 --> 01:11:41.190 



Cooney, Ryan J.: We have a lot of students come up from randolph we're doing like construction 
management internships with like the island and who. 

 

499 

01:11:41.640 --> 01:11:53.040 

Cooney, Ryan J.: You know all the guys up here, and especially the pilots as well we usually are able to 
pack at least a floor every summer, barring coven so absolutely I think that is something you would see 
at the other campuses to. 

 

500 

01:11:53.340 --> 01:11:56.250 

Wilson Garland: Do you think that's valued, I mean you think it works well, or is that. 

 

501 

01:11:57.480 --> 01:11:57.870 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): To see. 

 

502 

01:11:58.080 --> 01:12:01.320 

Cooney, Ryan J.: If I can be here for financial aid versus having to find an. 

 

503 

01:12:01.320 --> 01:12:02.490 

Cooney, Ryan J.: apartment because burlington. 

 

504 

01:12:02.490 --> 01:12:06.570 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Price will forget about it yeah absolutely, it is very useful. 

 

505 



01:12:07.260 --> 01:12:20.220 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): yeah I know i've been kind of contemplating an internship over at wp peasy 
when they reopen but there's no way i'm getting any sort of living condition out there at all. 

 

506 

01:12:20.670 --> 01:12:28.980 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So I think it'd be really cool, I think it would encourage our students to get a 
lot more involved in Vermont as a whole. 

 

507 

01:12:29.580 --> 01:12:39.390 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): If they can you know take their internships in state they don't necessarily 
have to go home to do them because that's where they have a residence. 

 

508 

01:12:40.110 --> 01:12:51.870 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So they can like travel across the state and really engage with different 
businesses, which I think is something this unified model is really trying to accomplish so that that'd be 
incredible i'd take advantage of that rp. 

 

509 

01:12:53.820 --> 01:12:53.970 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): yeah. 

 

510 

01:12:54.060 --> 01:13:03.270 

Gabriel Wilkinson: same here that'd be super cool I would I would love to be able to like go anywhere in 
the state and be able to have like I can't this to stay on for work like. 

 

511 

01:13:07.260 --> 01:13:08.580 



Wilson Garland: Any other last thoughts on. 

 

512 

01:13:08.640 --> 01:13:10.680 

Wilson Garland: Residence life, we have one more topic. 

 

513 

01:13:12.870 --> 01:13:19.590 

Wilson Garland: All right, athletic teams and fitness facilities and I realized, we probably talk a whole 
evening about athletics and. 

 

514 

01:13:20.070 --> 01:13:26.490 

Wilson Garland: And these sorts of things, but I guess i'm just kind of curious in terms of you know how 
important is athletics spend for your. 

 

515 

01:13:27.060 --> 01:13:43.680 

Wilson Garland: For your student experience and and you know kind of what's working what's not 
working and there's obviously a lot of different types of athletics, you know some club sports and 
intramural some varsity sports I just love to hear sort of how that has fit within your your college 
experience. 

 

516 

01:13:47.640 --> 01:13:58.770 

Gabriel Wilkinson: I don't know about regular sports, but I, like the sports we did that ever we did that, 
for a little while and then cove it happened in our club collapsed right before we were able to go varsity 
which kind of sucked. 

 

517 

01:14:00.390 --> 01:14:09.300 



Gabriel Wilkinson: yeah other sports not that i'm a software engineer I don't do real sports just not it's 
part of the major use don't. 

 

518 

01:14:12.060 --> 01:14:22.380 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): um I know, for me, and so I came to Castle tin originally for field hockey and 
decided not to play and then. 

 

519 

01:14:23.430 --> 01:14:24.570 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): have recently joined the. 

 

520 

01:14:24.570 --> 01:14:25.230 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): track team. 

 

521 

01:14:25.500 --> 01:14:46.350 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): This year um one of the things I think that's important to know so from my 
knowledge, I don't know if any other colleges in Vermont other than ubm in Norwich have sports teams, 
so I don't know if CCP has said, your APP etc or anything um. 

 

522 

01:14:47.640 --> 01:14:54.900 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): So one of the things I think that's really important is with the whole rebranding 
and everything. 

 

523 

01:14:57.720 --> 01:15:08.100 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): We need to kind of figure out what we're going to do is sports teams, like in 
general, because I cast it's in there very important, I mean football football is big thing here. 



 

524 

01:15:09.330 --> 01:15:12.930 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): So, as all the sports and it just brings a different. 

 

525 

01:15:14.160 --> 01:15:22.860 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): group, like it brings a different environment to castles and especially like on 
Saturdays when football is playing and the whole tailgates going on outside in our parking lot. 

 

526 

01:15:23.880 --> 01:15:30.330 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Like that just brings a different environment to passes it makes it a very 
welcoming experience, so I think. 

 

527 

01:15:31.470 --> 01:15:39.360 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): With athletic teams definitely figuring all that stuff out and to put a plug in on 
track needs track. 

 

528 

01:15:40.740 --> 01:15:44.820 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): is currently some of our athletics teams, do not have proper. 

 

529 

01:15:46.290 --> 01:15:51.840 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): or safe ways of practicing so track currently they do it in a gym. 

 

530 

01:15:53.160 --> 01:16:08.880 



Jess Bickford (She/Her): And when your pole vaulting that is not good when it's a creaking wooden thing 
that you click together in a gym so definitely helping someone book infrastructure for athletics. 

 

531 

01:16:09.960 --> 01:16:13.650 

Jess Bickford (She/Her): Where where it's needed to make sure that students are safe and everything. 

 

532 

01:16:16.320 --> 01:16:16.740 

Cooney, Ryan J.: So. 

 

533 

01:16:16.800 --> 01:16:32.550 

Cooney, Ryan J.: To go off of that a little bit um and to go off with GABE put in the chat etc does have 
sports teams we're not nc double a, but I think we're Yankee league or something it's something else it's 
not nc double a so we're like below that where we try we're here i'm. 

 

534 

01:16:32.700 --> 01:16:33.690 

Gabriel Wilkinson: trying the word. 

 

535 

01:16:34.020 --> 01:16:36.450 

Cooney, Ryan J.: yeah yeah where it's more on randolph. 

 

536 

01:16:36.870 --> 01:16:42.120 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Just due to the size of the Wilson campus, but we do have students who will usually 
commute down for a couple of the teams. 

 



537 

01:16:42.480 --> 01:16:47.070 

Cooney, Ryan J.: And play as well, and then we do have like stuff we organize up here for students, like 
we had a soccer league. 

 

538 

01:16:47.460 --> 01:16:55.470 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Before i'm coven there's a gym with us, and we have a gym on campus as well that's 
pretty popular, so I would say, you know there's definitely a case for athletics. 

 

539 

01:16:56.130 --> 01:17:06.120 

Cooney, Ryan J.: At all the campuses in the future with the vs you I think was really interesting and if it 
can work with like the nc double a and others what envy you did. 

 

540 

01:17:06.450 --> 01:17:16.500 

Cooney, Ryan J.: could be a case to be made to continue to have some type of individualized sports 
teams that each of the campuses moving forward so definitely starting to study and see the feasibility of 
that. 

 

541 

01:17:18.690 --> 01:17:28.710 

Gillian MacDonald: yeah going off of what Ryan said envy you does have a large majority of sports and it 
does bring up a very decent amount of students together at our sporting events like. 

 

542 

01:17:29.250 --> 01:17:43.110 

Gillian MacDonald: basketball is probably the one sport that, like our stands are always failed at every 
game they're always failed, and like when we play Johnson we bust students to Johnson if it is Johnson, 
and vice versa, so if we have a game. 

 



543 

01:17:43.980 --> 01:17:52.380 

Gillian MacDonald: And like London vs Johnson and it's at London they'll bust students over to us and 
those buses are always packed in the stands get rowdy no matter who we're playing. 

 

544 

01:17:52.710 --> 01:18:00.810 

Gillian MacDonald: Like I went to a volleyball game, I think, on Tuesday and the stands were filled and I 
was like I didn't know this, many people came to volleyball games like. 

 

545 

01:18:01.440 --> 01:18:11.220 

Gillian MacDonald: When our standard gym is just kinda like in the central location on campus inside the 
building so like when you're walking by and you see an athletic event happening, most people. 

 

546 

01:18:11.580 --> 01:18:22.290 

Gillian MacDonald: i'm just stop and play and Kevin to answer your question arm and view our sports 
are separate right now and I hope that vs esports stay separate. 

 

547 

01:18:25.170 --> 01:18:28.350 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Something that we also do and view is. 

 

548 

01:18:28.410 --> 01:18:33.210 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): To encourage friendly competition is, we have the Presidents Cup. 

 

549 

01:18:34.050 --> 01:18:51.480 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): Which is where we take the competition's we have against Johnson, and we 
just keep tally of who wins what in what sports and then, if you're if johnson's baseball team beats our 
baseball team they get a point for baseball if our. 

 

550 

01:18:52.080 --> 01:19:02.700 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): let's see women's soccer team beats their women's soccer team we get a 
point and, at the end of the year, whoever has the most points gets a physical trophy on their campus. 

 

551 

01:19:03.150 --> 01:19:10.080 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): The first year of mbu we tied, and I think both campuses were very salty 
about that, because it was something that. 

 

552 

01:19:10.440 --> 01:19:16.560 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): The whole envy merger really hurt student pride and Campus identity, a lot 
so sports wear something that we like. 

 

553 

01:19:16.950 --> 01:19:24.750 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): really, really, really relied on to just recover from that and then neither of us 
got to be like i'm better than you. 

 

554 

01:19:25.200 --> 01:19:30.930 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So we were all pretty soft T about that and then last year or two years ago. 

 

555 

01:19:31.440 --> 01:19:41.310 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): Oh, my God what year is it a coven happened in the middle, so we kind of 
cancel it and then last year half the seasons happened, half of them didn't so we didn't really count that. 

 

556 

01:19:41.760 --> 01:19:50.040 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So this year this year somebody's taking home the cup so helped me if 
there's a tie, I don't know what we're gonna do but we're going. 

 

557 

01:19:50.040 --> 01:19:51.150 

Gabriel Wilkinson: To cut it in half. 

 

558 

01:19:52.560 --> 01:19:53.220 

Gabriel Wilkinson: And if, once you. 

 

559 

01:19:53.790 --> 01:19:57.120 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Have a trophy, yet we haven't even seen it no one has seen it. 

 

560 

01:19:57.900 --> 01:20:04.140 

Gabriel Wilkinson: If one team wins the next year just take some duct tape duct tape it back together 
they get the whole thing it's tradition. 

 

561 

01:20:04.170 --> 01:20:13.560 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): No, but it's it's a really cool concept, where, again we haven't even seen a 
physical trophy in the past three and a half years but we're also into it. 

 



562 

01:20:14.310 --> 01:20:21.300 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And our President I don't know what he's going to do for Johnson he's 
planning something, but our new interim president, he just bought Lyndon. 

 

563 

01:20:21.810 --> 01:20:29.550 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): 300 kazoos to have it, the basketball kids so we can just pause it our 
opponents and be really obnoxious. 

 

564 

01:20:29.940 --> 01:20:47.910 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And i'm so excited I don't think you understand, I am one of the least 
sporting people unless it's wrestling and we don't have wrestling I would at least 40 people and i'm 
going to be there, blowing on a kazoo with all my my I am so freaking excited, so we are, we are very 
into our. 

 

565 

01:20:47.910 --> 01:21:02.340 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Sports i'm probably our best sports are basketball and baseball baseball 
team is scary big we recruited 25 first years for baseball this year, which was a lot and they scare me. 

 

566 

01:21:04.080 --> 01:21:18.450 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): it's it's great um and we also have a few club teams, we have an intramural 
program as well, and a lot of our resident assistants and orientation leaders work with athletics to hold 
dodgeball and three V, three and five feet five tournaments. 

 

567 

01:21:19.080 --> 01:21:22.800 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): But clubs words we have include ultimate frisbee and rugby. 

 



568 

01:21:23.370 --> 01:21:35.850 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And I want to see there's another one, but I don't remember um and they 
play against other schools but it's also pretty casual to join at the same time, so i'm part of ultimate 
frisbee because I like taking pictures of them. 

 

569 

01:21:36.390 --> 01:21:48.120 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So there's there's a party in it for everybody athletics, is a huge part of our 
campus where you don't have to be the one chasing after the frisbee and running into a sign cough 
cough one of the first years during his first week of school. 

 

570 

01:21:49.620 --> 01:21:53.490 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): And you can still have fun and hang out with all of these cool people. 

 

571 

01:21:54.750 --> 01:21:58.380 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): We do need kazoos in the stands, we need them Jill. 

 

572 

01:21:59.490 --> 01:22:00.150 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): it'll be great. 

 

573 

01:22:00.870 --> 01:22:06.630 

Gabriel Wilkinson: um I like the idea of getting kazoos we don't even really do much sports, I just want 
kazoos for everyone. 

 

574 



01:22:06.990 --> 01:22:08.760 

Gabriel Wilkinson: i'd be annoying fun. 

 

575 

01:22:10.320 --> 01:22:21.390 

Wilson Garland: yeah so we just we have a few minutes left, I guess, I have one sort of follow up 
question Gabriel you mentioned esports i'm wondering if there any other sort of non traditional sports 
that. 

 

576 

01:22:22.050 --> 01:22:30.120 

Wilson Garland: would be of interest to to folks you know, and I guess Alex you mentioned sort of 
ultimate and i'm wondering like. 

 

577 

01:22:32.280 --> 01:22:43.050 

Wilson Garland: yeah my biking other you know other things like that X games kinds of things, or 
whatever those things of interest, or is it more just sort of the more traditional sports. 

 

578 

01:22:46.860 --> 01:22:50.820 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): Do any of the colleges have like ski teams or anything like that, I mean you 
think Vermont like. 

 

579 

01:22:50.940 --> 01:22:51.300 

Gabriel Wilkinson: You have. 

 

580 

01:22:51.330 --> 01:22:52.800 



Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): No, I don't know because i'm you know. 

 

581 

01:22:52.860 --> 01:22:56.670 

Gabriel Wilkinson: We got a ski slope I don't think there's a team on it, but. 

 

582 

01:22:57.030 --> 01:22:58.320 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Well, I was gonna. 

 

583 

01:22:58.350 --> 01:22:59.550 

Cooney, Ryan J.: Have 14 gave. 

 

584 

01:23:00.690 --> 01:23:02.550 

Cooney, Ryan J.: That Rome wasn't built for competition. 

 

585 

01:23:02.910 --> 01:23:14.100 

Gabriel Wilkinson: No, it was not no, it was not I don't even know if it's going to run this year honestly I 
don't know I don't know how that one or at all, it just kind of exists. 

 

586 

01:23:15.390 --> 01:23:19.980 

Gillian MacDonald: London doesn't have a ski team or anything but we have a club called outing club 
that has. 

 

587 



01:23:20.430 --> 01:23:28.980 

Gillian MacDonald: A glacier right outside one of our residence halls on a hill on campus and we also 
actually have a location about five to seven minutes off of campus. 

 

588 

01:23:29.310 --> 01:23:39.270 

Gillian MacDonald: That you can go and ski on and they often often hold events out there for like nate 
ski and stuff in that location is actually open to the public, but we do have. 

 

589 

01:23:41.550 --> 01:23:57.210 

Gillian MacDonald: Another club called skiing ride that Alex was corrected me and said that is in charge 
of the glyphs or and she's correct um and then we also are partnered with like Burke mountain and JP to 
get discounted prices for skiing up there, which i'm sure other schools are as well. 

 

590 

01:23:58.710 --> 01:23:59.010 

Wilson Garland: Right. 

 

591 

01:23:59.040 --> 01:24:01.470 

Wilson Garland: Thank you hi Jay yeah whenever the last word. 

 

592 

01:24:02.970 --> 01:24:08.250 

Tajae Edwards: No, I just wanted like talked about like, how does the letter in sports culture here. 

 

593 

01:24:09.630 --> 01:24:26.910 



Tajae Edwards: allows a lot of people's like in the turnout normally allows a lot of people to like do 
fundraising activities, a lot of clubs and organizations and word steam, and also wanted to something I 
like that caches and does is like the see you move for 60 they have different. 

 

594 

01:24:28.020 --> 01:24:34.860 

Tajae Edwards: Physical and fitness fitness like like activities throughout the day, so you have like water 
water, we have like. 

 

595 

01:24:35.340 --> 01:24:44.580 

Tajae Edwards: Cardio and read to me I love lot of those things I think that's a good thing for people to 
take advantage advantage of or even motivate people to start doing those things. 

 

596 

01:24:47.490 --> 01:24:48.510 

Wilson Garland: Thanks that's helpful. 

 

597 

01:24:50.010 --> 01:24:50.520 

Wilson Garland: All right. 

 

598 

01:24:50.640 --> 01:25:10.890 

Wilson Garland: Any any final thoughts or questions, I just want to say thanks for being here again 
tonight I realize it's you know late in the day and and it's great to see how engaged everybody is so we 
really appreciate all your input and look forward to seeing it for the next one. 

 

599 

01:25:11.580 --> 01:25:13.020 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): I had a quick question. 



 

600 

01:25:13.110 --> 01:25:15.120 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): yeah so the the format of. 

 

601 

01:25:15.420 --> 01:25:21.570 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): These advisory meetings will there be a point where you guys have a 
better idea of how you want to structure these programs and. 

 

602 

01:25:21.570 --> 01:25:25.680 

Kevin McGreal (He, Him, His): that's how things will look and then you'll present those to us and we can 
get feedback on that. 

 

603 

01:25:26.190 --> 01:25:33.990 

Wilson Garland: Absolutely so as as we've been talking about we're in discovery right now we're really 
trying to understand what's working what's not working, and that sort of thing. 

 

604 

01:25:35.310 --> 01:25:42.360 

Wilson Garland: The the student experience team and the academic operations team are going to be 
concluding discovery here in the next few weeks. 

 

605 

01:25:42.750 --> 01:25:48.270 

Wilson Garland: And then we're going to start in on design and and as part of design them we're really 
going to be. 

 



606 

01:25:48.720 --> 01:26:00.000 

Wilson Garland: You know, trying to figure out where we're going what things are going to look like and 
we'll have things that we want to get your take on and and get your suggestions on once we get to that 
stage so. 

 

607 

01:26:00.810 --> 01:26:04.860 

Wilson Garland: You know we're going to continue to kind of go through discovery and some of the 
other areas as well. 

 

608 

01:26:06.180 --> 01:26:16.380 

Wilson Garland: So, and I think we, I think we just we have one meeting in November, and one in 
December and then we'll have more starting in January, so. 

 

609 

01:26:17.640 --> 01:26:22.650 

Wilson Garland: that's, the plan is to start transitioning more to design discussions once we get there. 

 

610 

01:26:25.320 --> 01:26:31.500 

Wilson Garland: Right well thanks a lot everyone we'll talk again soon and and hope you have a great 
rest of your week. 

 

611 

01:26:31.920 --> 01:26:33.720 

Maurice Ouimet: good night everybody Thank you so much. 

 

612 



01:26:42.450 --> 01:26:45.990 

Gabriel Wilkinson: i'm gonna go have some dose we have a ghost hunter our campus could be fine. 

 

613 

01:26:46.710 --> 01:26:49.080 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): ghost hunter we tried to get one and we couldn't. 

 

614 

01:26:49.380 --> 01:26:51.240 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Really oh my gosh this is worth. 

 

615 

01:26:51.270 --> 01:26:51.690 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): yeah we. 

 

616 

01:26:51.870 --> 01:26:52.560 

Gabriel Wilkinson: need a connector. 

 

617 

01:26:52.620 --> 01:26:53.310 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): A week. 

 

618 

01:26:53.400 --> 01:26:54.990 

Gabriel Wilkinson: We need to connect our student activities. 

 

619 

01:26:55.830 --> 01:27:03.120 



Alexandra Huff (She/They): Okay, Gabriel i'm like texting emailing you after this meeting we literally 
tried to get one, and they were like Oh, we could. 

 

620 

01:27:03.180 --> 01:27:05.160 

Gabriel Wilkinson: I can, I can get you into contact with our. 

 

621 

01:27:05.880 --> 01:27:08.520 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Our student activities coordinator he's. 

 

622 

01:27:09.630 --> 01:27:10.320 

Gabriel Wilkinson: As well yeah. 

 

623 

01:27:11.070 --> 01:27:19.230 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): Pulling us we're also we're located down a student activities coordinator pro 
staff, right now, which is probably why a lot of stuffs happening, but. 

 

624 

01:27:21.720 --> 01:27:22.980 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): So jealous. 

 

625 

01:27:24.480 --> 01:27:26.340 

Gabriel Wilkinson: Let me quickly grabbed my. 

 

626 



01:27:26.910 --> 01:27:29.550 

Meg Walz: email guys i'm gonna i'm gonna close the meeting. 

 

627 

01:27:29.910 --> 01:27:30.540 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): All right. 

 

628 

01:27:31.110 --> 01:27:32.610 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): yeah email me i'll email you. 

 

629 

01:27:32.970 --> 01:27:33.390 

All right. 

 

630 

01:27:34.440 --> 01:27:34.830 

Alexandra Huff (She/They): bye. 

 


